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to the information sheet enclosed with this catalogue 

 
The start price is 80% of the estimate unless pre-auction bids dictate otherwise 
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A PREMIUM OF 15% IS ADDED TO EACH SUCCESSFUL BID 

Payment for lots purchased may be made on auction day and lots may be collected at the same time 

Price realisations are available after the auction at auction.philas.org.au 
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PHILAS  STAMP  AUCTIONS 

CONDITIONS  OF  SALE 

Placement of a bid constitutes acceptance of all the following conditions: 

1. All lots have an estimate which is an expression of the opinion of the auctioneer of the market value of the lot, and is 

merely a guide.  Bidders may bid above or below the estimate, but bids below 80% of the estimate may not be accepted. 

2. Bulk lots, collections and accumulations are to be accepted by the successful bidder with all faults and errors (if any) 

and returns cannot be accepted under any circumstances.  Any lot containing more than 10 items (except sets of stamps) 

always is offered ‘as is’ and is not to be returned for any reason. 

3. No lot is to be rejected if the buyer or his agent has inspected the lot prior to auction, irrespective of whether any item 

within the lot inadvertently has been described incorrectly. 

4. Viewing of lots is by personal inspection at the times stated within this catalogue.  We regret that lots cannot be sent 

out for viewing prior to the auction.  However, photocopies may be available for singe items (not collections) at 20c 

per photocopy plus postage.  PHILAS accepts mint decimal Australian stamps in payment of photocopying charges. 

5. Bids are accepted in Australian dollars in the following steps: $2 up to $40; $5 from $40 to $100; $10 from $100 to 

$200; $20 from $200 to $500; $50 over $500; and $100 over $1,000.  Bids ‘out of step’ may be rounded off. 

6. Bids may be made in person in the auction room, or by telephone during the auction, or over the internet during the 

auction, or submitted by post, facsimile or telephone prior to the start of the auction.  Bids submitted by telephone are 

to be confirmed in writing.  Postal bids received after 10 am on the day of the auction likely will not be processed. 

7. All lots are sold to the highest bidder at one advance over the second highest bid, subject to any reserve price.  The 

Auctioneer has absolute discretion to settle any dispute. 

8. The Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid.  ‘Buy’ bids are not accepted.  ‘Limit’ or ‘or’ bids can be made for 

bidders in the room by your agent.  ‘Or’ bids may be accepted only for lots numbered close to one another.  While every 

care is taken in the execution of bids, the Auctioneer is not responsible for any errors or omissions.  Please check your 

bids carefully. 

9. Any lot purchased is at the risk of the bidder at the fall of the hammer, but title passes only when payment in full is 

received by the Auctioneer.  Successful room bidders are expected to pay for and collect their purchases on auction day.  

Internet, telephone and postal bidders are to pay for their purchases, including all postage, packing and insurance costs, 

and buyer’s premium, immediately upon receipt of the invoice.  When you employ an agent to bid on your behalf, the 

agent is liable for all purchases whether the purchaser is known or unknown to PHILAS.  Accounts unpaid after 30 days 

may incur an interest charge on the outstanding amount. 

10. A premium of 15% of the successful bid is to be added to all invoices by PHILAS.  An additional 5% is to be added by 

Invaluable to successful bids submitted via its online service. 

11. Successful bidders are not liable for the Goods and Services Tax. 

12. Invoices including postage and packing charges are to be forwarded to successful internet, telephone and postal bidders 

within three days of the auction.  Postage is to be by registered mail or ‘signature on delivery’ mail, plus insurance.  

Payment in full is due immediately on receipt of the invoice. 

13. Internet, telephone and postal bidders intending to collect lots should enquire whether they have been successful and 

arrange a time for collection.  This generally can be arranged in the week following the auction on Tuesdays and 

Saturdays between 10 am to 3 pm.  Please advise in advance whether lots are to be collected or posted. 

14. Invoices unpaid within 30 days of the auction may result in forfeiture of the lot/s, which may be placed into a succeeding 

auction with payment of any resulting deficit in price being the responsibility of the original purchaser. 

15. Internet, telephone and postal bidders who have not seen the lots they buy may reject any lot (with the exception of bulk 

lots, collections and accumulations) when the description does not accord with that provided in the catalogue.  However, 

any such lots may be returned only after advice of the error to PHILAS within 48 hours of receipt, and in the condition 

received.  No lot is to be rejected if, subsequent to the auction, it has been immersed in water or treated by any other 

process whatsoever, unless the express permission for such treatment first has been obtained in writing from PHILAS.  

Generally, lots that have been inspected prior to the auction are not returnable. 

16. An extension for the purpose of obtaining an expert certificate is to be granted only when an application in writing has 

been received by the Auctioneer at least 24 hours prior to the auction.  Payment for any purchase on extension is to be 

made in full in accordance with Clause 9 above.  The onus is on the buyer to obtain such certificate and bear all related 

costs unless the item is proven not to be genuine.  In such a case, costs are to be refunded to the Buyer to a maximum 

amount of $25. 

17. These Conditions of Sale are governed by and are to be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New South 

Wales. 

Telephone bids are accepted on (02) 9264 8301 or (02) 9264 8406 answer-phone, to be confirmed in writing.   Please phone to 

check if bids are successful after the auction (see Clause 13 above). 

All postal communications with respect to the auction are to be directed to: 

PHILAS STAMP AUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 220 DARLINGHURST N.S.W. 1300 
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E ARE EXCITED TO schedule this auction in addition to our 

regular schedule.  The catalogue is presented in a new format, 

and for the first time we have live online bidding available.  The auction 

features material from the fine collections of Canada, Cyprus, Falkland 

Islands, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Malaya, Malta, New Guinea, New 

Zealand, Rhodesia, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis, Sierra Leone and 

British post offices in China formed by the late Ronald James Flowers 

(1935-2021), whose generous bequest to PHILAS of that material is 

acknowledged with appreciation on behalf of all collectors and clubs in 

New South Wales. 

Ron started collecting aged 10 years, when an uncle returned from the 

war and presented him with an album and postage stamps.  During the 

1960s-1980s, Ron served in the navy, and took up collecting again 

when he left, eventually forming collections of 14 countries.  He argued 

strongly that one could not beat the traditional designs and printing 

methods of the stamps of the Victorian, Edwardian and Georgian eras. 

Ron was the President of the Philatelic Society of Australia from 2006 

to 2008, and worked for 15 years in the library at PHILAS. 

From the Australian colonies are the NSW 2d Centenary postal forgery, 

of which only 52 copies are recorded, 1882 1/- black with double ‘OS’ 

overprint in red, the rare 1891 ‘Halfpenny’ surcharge with double ‘OS’ 

overprint and a fine die proof of the Victoria 1901 £1 KEVII portrait. 

There is a fine selection from the Australian Commonwealth’s first 

issue, including a misplaced Kangaroo variety, unrecorded on the 3rd 

watermark £1 ‘OS’ value, and recorded plate flaws and watermark 

varieties.  Included among the KGV definitives is a Die 2 1d carmine-

red single line perforation 14.2, the rare single watermark 4d lime-yellow with error watermark inverted and a Mullet imprint 

block (8) of the SMW perf 14 Die 1A 3d blue punctured ‘OS’ with watermark inverted position R55 with the white flaw over 

'IA'. 

The 1932 Harbour Bridge issue is well represented, including first day and commemorative opening covers.  Postage Dues 

include the 1902 set overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ for the U.P.U. and the rare 1902 Wmk Crown/NSW 10/- dull green on chalk-

surfaced paper in single line perforation 11.  From the 1970s are rare errors, including omitted colours and imperforates, such 

as the $1 Light Horseman in a left marginal horizontal strip (5) with two units showing the error black colour omitted fully 

or partially, the 1974 7c Tennis with error light brown colour omitted and 1981 24c Thylacine from the second printing an 

upper marginal block with error imperforate at top. 

From the Australian occupation of New Guinea are the rare ‘G.R.I.’ surcharge 3s on 3 marks violet-black Yacht and the 1915 

Single inverted watermark ½d green KGV with the NWPI overprint in Type 9. 

Also included are Commonwealth comprehensive whole-of-era and omnibus collections, including the key sets from those 

eras.  Notable are the Cyprus 1928 Wmk. Mult. Script CA £5 black on yellow paper KGV; Falklands Islands 1933 Wmk. 

Mult. Script CA Centenary of British Administration, the key pictorial set of the Commonwealth, of which only 2,711 sets 

were printed; the rare 5/- black & yellow-orange King Penguin; and a wide selection of early Hong Kong, notably the 1912 

Wmk. Crown CA KGV set with the $5 value on both green and white papers and the early postal fiscals including the very 

rare 1874 Wmk. Crown/CC $10 value perforation 15½ x 15.  The Malta 1861-1880 ½d yellow shades are well-represented. 

From China are the 1871 Great Northern Telegraph Company Oerstedt plate proofs bearing the ‘Serie F’ serial number 

handstamp, of which only two sheets of 25 proofs of each value were printed, and of which only one sheet of the 25c was 

handstamped with the serial number.  With them are the issued stamps, all marginal copies imperforate at right with the ‘Serie 

F’ handstamp, printed by Waterlow for use on the company’s east Asian telegraph network between Hong Kong – Amoy – 

Shanghai - Nagasaki.  Only one sheet of 25 stamps of each value is recorded.  From the Shanghai Municipality’s local post 

is a superb example of the 1865 1 can deep blue Large Dragon imperforate, from the first postage stamps issued in China. 

From the French Somali Coast is the 1938 10 francs with the striking error centre vignette (Djibouti township) omitted. 

Also included is the comprehensive collection of Hungary errors and plate varieties formed by PHILAS stalwart Graeme 

Morrison.  Highlights are the 1913 Turul 50 filler lake in a half-sheet with position 13 showing the striking error of value 

‘35’ for ‘50’ and the 1924 Harvester issue 600k bistre in a positional block with position 12 showing the error ‘800’ for ‘600’ 

in the right value tablet.  The 1950 Childrens Day 60 filler from the first issue inscribed ‘’UTANPOTLASUNK A JOVO 

HARCAIHOZ’, from the only sheet reportedly mistakenly released, is another highlight.  The inscription hilariously 

translates as ‘Replacements for future wars’, referring to the children the subject of the issue.  One can only wonder at the 

fate of the printing works and/or postal employees responsible for the design and the unauthorised release of one sheet. 

Finally we offer a large selection of mail from and to Greece from the 1930s through the war years, with a variety of currency 

control and other markings; and Boer prisoner-of-war covers, including to and from P.O.W. camps on Ceylon and St. Helena, 

and commercial mail, from the 1899-1902 Second South African War years. 

W 
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INDEX OF COUNTRIES AND THEMES 
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Australia  Trinidad 410 

Colonies 1-10 Turks & Caicos Islands 411 

Kangaroo & Map Series 11-53 Non-British Commonwealth Countries 

King George V Definitives 54-64 Austria 412 

Later Pre-Decimal Issues 65-87 & 127-129 Belgium 413 

Decimal Period 88-111 China 337-338 & 414-416 

Postage Due Issues 112-126 French Antarctic Territory 417 

Territories:  French Somali Coast (Djibouti) 418 

New Guinea  Germany 419 

 Australian Forces Occupation 130-135 Greece 420-425 

 Australian Mandated Territory 136-145 Hungary 426-440 

 Territory of Papua 146-147 New Caledonia 441 

Norfolk Island 148 Norway 442 

British Commonwealth  Sudan 443 

Whole-of-Era and Omnibus Collections 151-157 Switzerland 444-447 

Barbados 158 United States of America 448-451 

Basutoland 159  

Bechuanaland 160 Military Campaigns 

Britain 161-247 1899-1902 Second South African War 452-462 

British Post Offices Abroad  1914 Australian Occupation of New Guinea 130-135 

China 337-338 1938 German Annexation of Austria 424 

Morocco 248 1941-1945 Pacific Theatre 81-82 

Tangier 249 1945-1947 Commonwealth Occupation of Japan 83-84 

British Antarctic Territory 250  

British Guiana 252 Themes 

Canada  Air Mail 127-129, 137, 139-144 & 254 

 Newfoundland 253-254 Censor Markings 82-82 & 452-462 

 Nova Scotia 255 Currency Control Markings 421-425 

Cayman Islands 256 Errors 4-5, 11-12, 33-34, 35, 37, 40, 56, 62-63, 70 

Cyprus 257-277  88-91, 93-104, 106-111, 121, 148, 158, 162, 183 

Dominica 278-279  187, 193-194, 220, 223-226, 235, 256, 339 

East Africa & Uganda 251  418, 426-427, 429, 431-438 & 440 

Falklands Islands 280-298 Flight Covers 81-82, 127-129 & 254 

 Falklands Islands Dependencies 299 Forgeries 6 

Gambia 300-301 King George V Jubilee 152-154 

Gibraltar 302-313 Kingsford Smith, Charles 65 & 127-129 

Hong Kong 314-336 Literature 159-160 

 British Post Offices in China 337-338 Local Posts 414-416 

Jamaica 339 Numeral Cancellations 2 & 7 

Leeward Islands 340 Official Use 22-29, 31-32, 40, 45, 65, 141 

Malaya 343-344  145, 238-247, 386-388 & 443 

 Straits Settlements 341-342 Pictorials 159-160, 275-279, 295-297, 312, 373-374 

Malta 345-365  381, 398-399, 401-402, 417-418 & 451 

Montserrat 366-367 Postage Dues 112-126, 237, 336 & 410 

Nauru 368-369 Postal History 7, 127-129, 254, 341-343, 412 

New Zealand 370-389  421-425, 448 & 452-462 

Rhodesia 390 Postal Stationery 61, 135 & 342 

St. Helena 391 Prisoner-of-War Correspondence 452-454 

St. Kitts Nevis 392 Proofs and Colour Trials 3, 8, 105 & 428 

Sarawak 393-394 Propaganda 429 

Seychelles 395 Specimen 19, 43, 48, 80, 112, 160, 248, 278-279, 339 

Sierra Leone 396-402  366, 368, 394-396, 399, 401-402, 407 & 409 

South Africa  Sydney Harbour Bridge 68-76 

 Cape of Good Hope 403-405 Telegraphs 415-416 

 Natal 406-408 Treaty Ports 414 

 Zululand 409  
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PHILAS  STAMP  AUCTION  NO.  141 
 

 Estimate 

AUSTRALIAN COLONIES 

 1 New South Wales August 1850 1d dull carmine Sydney View printed from the re-engraved plate on 

hard toned white paper position R3/5 with variety ‘no clouds’ SG 8c with four clear margins and a neat 

Sydney bars cancellation CV £800. 400 

 2 April 1850 2d bright blue Sydney View vertical pair printed from Plate 2 (early impression) SG 24, four 

large margins and a slightly ‘oily’ strike of the 83 barred canceller issued to Wellingrove rated RRRR 

CV £650.  Photograph on the back cover. 600 

 3 1861-1888 5/- Coin imperforate plate proof in green with Watermark Large Star, a horizontal pair, 

with a very faint tone spot at the top of the left unit but otherwise fine mint hinged, ex-Miles Rivett-

Carnac. 1,000 

 4 1882-1885 1/- black overprinted 'OS' in red with error overprint double SG O33ba fine used with 

2009 Royal Philatelic Society Victoria certificate CV £1,000. 1,000 

 5 1891 'Halfpenny' surcharge on 1d grey overprinted 'OS' in black with error overprint double SG O55a 

in fine mint condition with a 1965 BPA certificate CV £1,500.  Photograph on the front cover. 3,000 

 This is the finest of the three recorded copies, the other two adversely affected by short perforations, 

and the catalogue figure is grossly underestimated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 1 Lot 4 Lot 9 

 Lot 3 

 6 1888-1889 2d blue NSW Centenary issue, the postal forgery by Jonoski Takuma, on unwatermarked 

paper in perforation 11, cancelled with ‘NSW’ in three concentric ovals, in fine condition, being 

number 20 of 52 recorded in the census published in ‘Sydney Views’, Australian States Study Circle, 

and a scarce and popular forgery. 500 

  The post office issued this stamp from 1888 on paper watermarked Crown/NSW and perforated 

variously 11 x 12, 12 x 11½ and 12.  Takuma was a stamp dealer in Sydney, but also an expert cameo 

engraver who produced fine designs on emu egg shells.  The forgery was produced early in 1895 and is 

recorded used at post offices in the inner Sydney area for only about eight weeks.  It seems to have been 

printed from a plate comprising four cliches, as the forgery is known in four slightly different states.  

Apparently, Takuma used the stamps on his own mail, but did not try to capitalise 

further, and it seems his motive was simply to prove to himself that he was able to 

forge the stamp.  The forgery was not identified to the postal authorities until 1897.  

Takuma was not charged with any offence.  The stamp was demonetised, but after 

a public outcry that action was reversed.  Stanley Gibbons listed the forgery as a 

‘variety’ until 1965.  This example is number 20 of the 52 recorded in a census 

undertaken by Barbara Hancock of the Australian States Study Circle [reference 

‘Sydney Views’ No. 123 (May 2014) and subsequent Nos. 125, 138, 142 and 150]. 

 7 1897 1d [1/-] and 2½d [2/6] Diamond Jubilee / Consumptives Home issue, each on locally addressed 

covers, both cancelled very early use [Freeman 2018] Type 4D2 (9) PARRAMATTA / N.S.W 2-duplex 

JY 1 / 7.30.P.M / 97 (on the 10th and third day of issue respectively), both strikes very fine and complete, 

the 1d affected by rust around the perforations and the cover by a 22 mm split downwards from the top, 

the 2½d cover with minor toning and two 20 mm splits from the base (2) CV £275.  Photograph sizes 

reduced. 300 

 8 Victoria 1901-1910 £1 KEVII portrait, a die proof (third state) in carmine-rose (similar to the issued 

colour) on thick off-white wove paper (43 mm x 53 mm) in very fine condition and rare.  Photograph 

on the back cover. 2,000 

 9 Western Australia 1854 1d black Swan imperforate SG 1 unused, margins well clear on three sides, 

trimmed at top CV £1,500. 500 
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 Lot 7 

 10 October 1855 1/- pale brown imperforate, an upper marginal vertical pair SG 4c, fine unused with close 

to huge margins CV £1,000.  Photograph on the back cover. 800 

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

Kangaroo and Map Series 

(1st) Single Crown/A Watermark 

 11 ----- 1913 ½d deep green with error watermark inverted BW 1Ba fine mint unhinged CV $750. 300 

 12 ----- Die 1 1d deep red with error watermark sideways (top of crown to right) BW 2Daa, neatly 

cancelled CV $450. 150 

 13 ----- 2/- brown BW 35A, unused with large part original gum, with 2021 Drury certificate CV $650. 150 

 14 ----- 5/- grey & chrome with the ‘retouch to the left frame and the W.A. coast’ and additionally 

unlisted ‘broken coast in Arnhem Land’ BW 42A(D)g, mint hinged and fine CV $1,750. 900 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 11 Lot 12 Lot 13 Lot 14 

 15 ----- 5/- grey & yellow from plate D position R55 with ‘white outline off the NSW coast’ BW 42B(D)v 

fine mint lightly hinged CV $1,750. 600 

 16 ----- 10/- grey and pink BW 47A, well-centred but a few blunt perforations, light even toning on the 

gum and very lightly hinged mint CV $2,000. 400 

 17 ----- £1 brown & blue printed from Plate D position R33 with ‘white flaw between T and R’ BW 

51A(D)p, light toning to the gum, mint unhinged and fine appearance CV hinged $6,500. 5,000 

 18 ----- £1 red-brown & blue BW 51B, slight toning to the gummed side, good colour and very lightly 

hinged mint CV $4,500. 1,200 

 19 ----- £1 red-brown & blue overprinted ‘Specimen’ BW 51Bx, heavily hinged, bright frontal 

appearance, with 2021 Drury certificate CV $1,000. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 15 Lot 16 Lot 17  Lot 18 Lot 19 
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 20 ----- £2 black & rose BW 55A in vivid bright colours and well-centred, cancelled part circular Brisbane 

datestamp, fine appearance CV $6,000. 1,500 

 21 ----- ½d, 1d, 2d and 2/- brown mint hinged, 2½d, 3d Die 1, 4d, 5d and 9d mint unhinged and 6d and 1/- 

sound used, centring varies (11) CV $4,200. 800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 20 ex-Lot 21 

 22 ----- Die 1 1d red horizontal pair punctured large ‘OS’ BW 2ba mint hinged, and a marginal horizontal 

pair punctured large ‘OS’ with strong offset on reverse BW 2ba/cb mint unhinged (4) CV $1,100. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 23 ----- ½d green from plate 1 position R13 with ‘white flaw on left base of second ‘N’ BW 1A(1)e/bc, 

1d red Die 1 2Aba and 2d grey 5Abb, all punctured large ‘OS’, very well-centred and mint unhinged 

(3) CV $585. 150 

 24 ----- 4d orange punctured large ‘OS’ BW 15Aba mint unhinged CV $1,750. 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 23 Lot 24 

 25 ----- 5d pale chestnut punctured large ‘OS’ BW 16Bba light toning, fine mint unhinged CV $1,000. 250 

 26 ----- 6d blue punctured large ‘OS’ BW 17Cbb very well-centred and fine mint lightly hinged CV 

$1,000. 400 

 27 ----- 1/- blue-green punctured large ‘OS’ BW 30Cb very well-centred with vivid bright colour, fine 

mint unhinged CV $900. 400 

 28 ----- 2/- brown punctured large ‘OS’ BW 35Aba, unusually well-centred, mint lightly hinged in very 

fine condition CV $1,250. 750 

 29 ----- 1d (marginal with selvedge) and 6d mint unhinged, 4d, 5d & 1/- mint hinged, BW 2bb, 15bb, 16bb, 

17bc & 30ba, all punctured small ‘OS’, centring generally very good (5) CV $4,075. 1,000 

(2nd) Single Crown/A Watermark 

 30 ----- 1915 6d ultramarine BW 18A faint toning to the gummed side mint unhinged CV $2,250. 600 

 31 ----- 1915 1/- bright blue-green punctured ‘OS’ BW 31Bba, brilliant colour, well-centred, very lightly 

cancelled and fine CV $475. 150 
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 Lot 25 Lot 26 Lot 27 Lot 28 Lot 30 

 32 ----- 1915 5/- grey & yellow with watermark inverted and punctured ‘OS’ BW 43ab very lightly 

cancelled CV $750. 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 29 Lot 31 Lot 32 

(3rd) Single Crown/A Watermark 

 33 ----- Die 2 3d olive with error watermark inverted BW 13Faa well-centred and fine with neat almost 

complete [Watson Webster Wood] #530 MONEY ORDER / BEECHWORTH VIC. (recorded 1908-

1937 rated scarce) datestamp 30 January 1917 CV $750. 250 

 34 ----- 1916 Die 2 1/- blue-green with error watermark inverted BW 32Aa, upper right corner single, 

hinged on the upper selvedge only, with a vertical crease through the upper selvedge just touching the 

upper right corner, with 2021 Drury certificate CV $875. 250 

 35 ----- 1920 (Harrison) Die 2B 1/- pale blue-green with error  watermark sideways BW33aa, very lightly 

cancelled and in fine condition CV $500. 250 

 36 ----- 1918 5/- grey & pale yellow BW 44D with light toning to the gum, very well-centred, unhinged 

mint and fine CV $2,000. 600 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 33 Lot 35 Lot 36 

 

 Lot 34 

 37 ----- 1917 10/- grey & pink with error ‘kangaroo misplaced to the right’ BW 48Acb fine mint 

unhinged CV $5,000. 1,500 

 38 ----- 1917 10/- grey & deep aniline pink BW 48B well-centred, light toning on the reverse side, cancelled 

large part ‘BRAIDWO[OD]’ datestamp CV $425. 120 

 39 ----- 1916 £1 chocolate and dull blue printed from plate D position R41 with ‘broken coast in Bight’ 

BW 52A(D)r, well-centred and neatly cancelled part oval ADELAIDE GPO 1919 datestamp just clear 

of the flaw, with 2021 Drury certificate CV $3,500. 600 

 40 ----- 1916 £1 chocolate and dull blue punctured small ‘OS’ BW 52Ab, with unrecorded kangaroo 

misplaced well to the left, light toning to the gum and a short diagonal gum bend on the reverse near 

the top which does not detract from its fine appearance, unhinged mint, an outstanding rarity and 

probably unique CV $25,000 (plus the misplaced kangaroo).  Photograph on the front cover. 7,500 
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 41 ----- 1916 £1 chestnut and blue BW 52B, light toning to the gum, unhinged mint, fine appearance and 

rare CV $17,500. 3,000 

 42 ----- 1924 £1 grey BW 53A unhinged mint CV $3,750. 1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 37 Lot 38 Lot 39 Lot 41 Lot 42 

 43 ----- 1924 £1 grey overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type D BW 53Axh, very well-centred, mint unhinged and 

a very fine copy CV $850. 400 

 44 ----- 1921-1922 £2 grey-black & crimson BW 56B / SG 45a, commercially fine used and far scarcer 

than cancelled-to-order CV $4,500 / £3,250. 2,500 

 45 ----- 1915-1923 punctured small ‘OS’, the 2d Die 1 marginal with selvedge, 3d Die 2B (toning to the 

gum) and 6d chestnut all mint unhinged, the 9d mint hinged, and the 2½d and 2/-brown sound used, 

well centred and in fine condition (6) CV $1,800. 500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 43 

 Lot 45 

Small Multiple Crown/A Watermark 

 46 ----- 1929 5/- grey & yellow-orange from position R4 or R60 with the short Spencer’s Gulf BW 45D(j) 

fine mint lightly hinged CV $650. 300 

 47 ----- 1929 10/- grey & pink BW 49 well-centred, cancelled with an indistinct part Brisbane postmark 

CV $750. 200 

 48 ----- 1930 £2 grey & rose-crimson overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type D BW 57Ax, minor tone spot on 

the gummed side at the lower left corner, fine mint unhinged CV $1,750. 800 

 49 ----- 1930 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson BW 57B, mint hinged, some ageing to the gummed side, fine 

appearance CV $7,500. 1,800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 44 Lot 46 Lot 47 Lot 48 Lot 49 

Crown / CofA Watermark 

 50 ----- 1932 5/- grey & yellow lower marginal single with part Ash imprint from the final printing position 

R55 with ‘open-mouthed kangaroo’ BW 46B(V)vb, fine mint unhinged CV (hinged) $1,750. 800 

 51 ----- 1934 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson BW 58B, cancelled bold part Northern Territory datestamp 

CV $900. 150 
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 52 ----- 1932-1935 6d chestnut to £2, the five lower values mint hinged, the 10/- (ink spot), £1 (centred to 

top) and £2 fine used, plus the 6d chestnut overprinted ‘OS’ mint unhinged, generally very good centring 

and in excellent condition (10) CV $2,050. 350 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 51 ex-Lot 52 

 Lot 50 

 53 All watermarks 1913-1935 range including large and small OS punctures, inverted watermarks and 

listed plate flaws with values to 10/-, mostly used, noted 1d Die 2 (substituted cliché) nick in left frame 

3(E)da; 1st Wmk 2d retouched bottom frame and white flaw in Gulf 5(1)d, 3d Die 2 fine used and 3d 

inverted Wmk, 4d retouch around ‘AU’ 15(1)g; 3rd Wmk 2d Die 1 BW 7 mint unhinged, 2d Die 1 cut 

throat 7(1)j, 3d ovpt ‘NWPI’ with break in frame above ‘ST’ 13(1)f, white flaw above ‘T’ 13(1)d and 

deformed coast in Bight 13(2)ha, 6d ultramarine retouch to west of Cape Leeuwin 19(1)i mint, 9d thin 

neck to kangaroo 27(3)g, 1/- Die 2 mint unhinged, 2/- perforated small ‘OS’ colour spot of WA coast 

37(1)ba/f and colour flaw off WA coast 37(1)ba/i, 5/- broken coast near Sydney 44(D)f, punctured small 

‘OS’ with curved Spencer’s Gulf 44(D)ba/h, short thick Spencer’s Gulf 44(D)i and weeping kangaroo 

44(V)l, 10/- white flaw before ‘POSTAGE’ 48(D)g; SMWmk 9d white flaw in first ‘N’ 28(4)l mint; 

punctured ‘OS’ break in right frame 45(D)ba/ua; and Wmk Crown CofA 2/- chopped neck & break in 

coast 40(1)da an UR corner single mint unhinged; condition varies especially among the used higher 

values with several parcel cancellations (99) CV $8,000-plus. 2,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

King George V Definitive Series 

 54 Single Watermark 1913-1928 1d (engraved and letterpress printings) to 1/4d simplified set complete 

(with additional 1d red shades), the 1/4 from position 1R57 with ‘thick ‘1’ in the right value tablet’ 

BW 128n very well-centred, some light even toning to the gummed sides but unhinged except a few 

lower values lightly hinged (24) CV $1,800. 500 

 55 ----- December 1914 1d carmine-red Die 2 single line perforation 14.2 printed from plate 1 BW 70(1)i, 

cancelled very fine [Watson Webster Wood] #150A 28½mm diameter single-lined date SALE 

datestamp 1 December 1914 (recorded 1913-1934), very fine used with 2016 Drury certificate CV 

$5,250. 2,500 

 56 ----- March 1916 Single Watermark 4d lime-yellow with error watermark inverted BW 110Da fine 

mint unhinged and very rare with Drury 2018 certificate CV $10,000 hinged. 3,000 

 57 ----- 4d lime-yellow BW 110D well-centred, heavily cancelled with two part strikes [Watson Webster 

Wood] #450 BALLARAT / VIC (Code 5) datestamp 15 September 1917 (recorded 1909-1923), with 

2017 Drury certificate CV $600. 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 54 Lot 55 Lot 56 Lot 57 
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 58 ----- 1917 5d chestnut printed on smooth paper in comb perforation 14 with inverted watermark BW 

123a, near fine commercially used CV $1,250. 300 

 59 ----- 1917 5d Chestnut in comb perforation 14 lower right corner pair with ‘JBC’ monogram, retouched 

NE corner state III on L59 and flawed ‘P’ of ‘PENCE’ and additional white flaw on the left ‘5’ and 

in the lower left border, BW 123Azb (with veb & vfa), fresh and fine mint unhinged CV hinged 

$1,750. 1,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 58 Lot 63 

 

 Lot 59 

 

 60 ----- 1923 1½d green franking a plain commercial cover cancelled two superb strikes 

PARKVILLE/7MR23/VIC’ datestamp on the day of issue BW 88y and the only recorded example 

CV $10,000.  Photograph size reduced. 6,000 

 This unique cover is attributed to the famous collector/dealer Dr. Heslop.  At the disposal of his estate 

in the early 1980s, a first day franking of the 1½d black-brown was discovered, also on a plain 

commercial cover. 

 61 1916 2d violet ‘star’ type embossed envelope BW ES58 (Henry Berry & Co. Melbourne cachet on flap) 

addressed to England (paying the double rate for letters weighing one-half to one ounce within the 

Empire), cancelled fine and complete [Watson Webster Wood] *210A ‘LATE FEE / SPENCER ST 

VIC’ datestamp 26 July 1916 (recorded 1908-1939), neatly opened at the top and fine CV $500.  

Photograph size reduced. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 60 Lot 61 

 62 Small Multiple Crown/A Watermark 14 with error watermark inverted, Mullett imprint block (8) 

printed from Plate 4 perforated 'OS'1926 Die 1A 3d blue perforation 14, positions L59 and R55 being 

Type B, R55 with the white flaw over 'IA', mint the two upper left units and the lower units unhinged, 

a premium example in superb fresh condition with all perforations intact, BW 106B(4)aa/ab/z and Note 

1 CV $5,500-plus.  Photograph on the opposite page. 3,000 

 63 ----- 1932 Die 3 2d deep golden scarlet in perforation 13½ x 12½ with error watermark inverted and 

overprinted ‘OS’ BW 102C(OS)a and Note 1, cancelled by an indistinct datestamp, with a 2018 Drury 

certificate which notes, “ ….. fine example of a rare variety” CV $500. 250 

 About eight mint examples of this inverted watermark have been recorded, including an imprint 

block (4), and about 10 used examples all cancelled in NSW or Queensland. 

 64 1913-1932 KGV definitives complete simplified set with all watermarks, values and ‘OS’ overprints, 

noted Single Watermark 1d red and SMWmk perforation 13½ x 12½ 1 green in Die 1 / Die 2 pairs, mint 

mostly well-centred and unhinged, some of the higher values hinged (76).  Photograph on the opposite 

page. 400 
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 Lot 62 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 64 

King George V Era Later Issues 

 65 1931 Kingsford Smith set (3) with the 2d & 3d marginal copies with selvedge overprinted ‘OS’, and the 

6d dull brown Air Mail with an additional lower right corner single overprinted ‘OS’, BW 141-144 all 

very well-centred and fine mint unhinged (7) CV $1,400. 400 

 66 1932 1/- Lyre Bird, a printer’s sample of the defaced die in blue on unwatermarked paper 

BW145PP(1)B, fine mint unhinged CV $1,750. 800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 65 

 

 Lot 66 

 67 ----- yellow-green pair with Ash imprint BW 145Bza fine mint unhinged (2) CV $1,250 block (4). 250 

 68 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge set complete mint, the 5/- a lower selvedge copy, very well-centred, 

unhinged and fine (4) CV $1,500. 800 

 69 ----- set fine cancelled-to-order at Melbourne G.P.O. without gum (4) CV $500. 150 
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 ex-Lot 69 

 ex-Lot 68 

 Lot 67 

 70 ----- 3d Type ‘A’ BW 147A affected by a vertical paper fold, well-centred and commercially used with 

a 2021 Drury certificate which notes “ ….. rare item of exhibition quality”. 550 

 71 ----- 5/- punctured with the rare Farmer Bros. private perfin, heavy parcel post cancellation. 600 

 A 5/- Bridge with this perfin at lot 892 in PHILAS Auction #93 on 11 March 2006 sold for $900. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 70 Lot 71 

 72 ----- 5/- marginal strip (3) with the Ash imprint BW 148zf, mint unhinged but the lower half of the 

gummed side tanned, fine appearance CV $5,500. 1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 73 ----- 2d letterpress printing, 3d (2) and 5/- franking a registered cover to South Australia each cancelled 

on the day of issue [Watson Webster 

Wood] 660 BALLARAT datestamp 

14 March 1932 (recorded 1911-

1939) with blue Ballarat registration 

label (rated R), an extra 

BALLARAT strike with transit 

[S.A.S.G. 2013] Type C3T REGD 

ADELAIDE / STH AUSTRALIA 

datestamp 15 March 1932 (recorded 

1913-1947) and arrival Type C1T1 

GOODWOOD / STH AUSTR 

datestamp 15 March 1932 (recorded 

1909-1935) on reverse, BW 148y 

neatly opened at the top and fine CV 

$5,500.  Photograph size reduced. 2,500 

 74 ----- 5/- marginal strip (3) with the Ash imprint BW 148zf, neatly cancelled-to-order with two clear bold 

strikes [Hopson & Tobin 2010] Type 2C(T) SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE / N.E. PYLON datestamp 

19 March 1932, the date of the official opening, very well-centred with full original gum but a couple 

of short perforations at upper right CV $3,250. 1,200 
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 This datestamp was applied mostly to registered mail and telegrams.  The temporary post offices located 

in each pylon were open only from 19 March to 2 April. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 75 ----- 5/- franking an OHMS (Postmaster General’s Department) registered cover neatly addressed in 

type to New Zealand cancelled [H&T 2010] Type 2C(T) SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE / S.E. 

PYLON datestamp 19 March 1932, the date of the opening of the bridge, with provisional typed blue 

registration label, transit REGISTERED / SYDNEY datestamp 21 March 1932 and arrival NZ / 

PALMERSTON / NORTH datestamp 28 March 1932 in purple on the reverse, a little roughly opened 

at the top, in excellent condition overall CV $3,500.  Photograph size reduced. 1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 76 ----- an award-winning (two Large Silver) exhibit on 40cms x 28cms (17” x 11”) pages (40), 

comprising contemporary used telegram forms, postcards, souvenir cards, artwork, newspaper 

clippings, bridge pylon lookout visitors book cards, photographs, 

background information, design specifications, legislation and many 

other items of ephemera associated with the opening of the bridge, the 

stamps including 3d Ash imprint and plate number blocks, the 5/- value 

very lightly cancelled with a few short perforations at the base and two 

covers franked 2d and 2d & 3d respectively cancelled on the day of the 

official opening.  A very good basis for expansion and improvement of 

the exhibit. 900 

King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Eras 

 77 1936 Tasmanian Cable set in corner blocks (4), the 2d with plate numbers 1-4 and the 3d with plate 

number 1, each plate number in all four corner positions complete, with the listed varieties for the 

2d plates 1 & 4 and the 3d plate 1, BW 169z-zq & 170z-zd, mostly well-centred, one 2d block with a 

damaged corner and another with a tiny hinge remnant, otherwise fine mint unhinged and a difficult set 

to assemble in such fine condition (80) CV $1,650. 500 

 78 1937 3d greyish blue KGVI Die 1 with ‘white wattles’ solo franking a locally addressed Standard 

Stamp Company Brisbane patriotic first day cover cancelled [Dell & Price 2017] Type 1 (ii) FOREST 

HILL / QUEENSLAND 2 August 1937 datestamp (recorded 1936-1955) on the day of issue, attractive 

and fine.  Photograph (size reduced) on the next page. 500 
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 Lot 78 

 79 1938-1948 Coronation Robes sets 5/- to £1 on both chalk-surfaced (thick) paper and unsurfaced (thin) 

paper complete mint unhinged and very well-centred fine condition (6) CV $400. 220 

 80 ----- set overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ BW 214x and 216x mint the 10/- well-centred unhinged and the £1 

lightly hinged (2) CV $925. 350 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 79 ex-Lot 80 

 81 1940-1941 Air Mail cover addressed to the U.S.A. correctly franked 10/- Robes, 1/6d Air Mail and 4d 

Koala (11/10d) paying the one and one-half ounce letter rate (4/- to ½ ounce & 3/11d each additional ½ 

ounce) via the ‘Clipper’ all-air 

service Australia-New Zealand-

U.S.A. (rate applied July 1940 to 

December 1941), cancelled 

three poor strikes SHIP MAIL 

ROOM / MELBOURNE 

datestamp, endorsed in 

manuscript ‘per Clipper’ with ‘3 

/ PASSED / BY / CENSOR / 

178’ triangular handstamp in 

purple and ‘3 Opened by 

Censor’ seal, tiny vertical tear on 

the top edge, very neatly opened at the side (with McINERNEY, WILLIAMS & CURTAIN / 

MELBOURNE’ cachet on flap) and in near fine condition (photograph size reduced) CV $375-plus. 350 

 82 1941 Air Mail cover addressed to England correctly franked 10/- and £1 Robes, 2/- maroon Kangaroo 

(2) and 2d scarlet KGVI (£1/9/2) 

paying the 2½ ounce letter rate 

(five x 5/10d per one-half ounce) 

via the ‘Clipper’ all-air service 

New Zealand–U.S.A.–England 

(rate applied February 1941 to 

January 1942), cancelled three 

strikes SHIP MAIL ROOM / 

MELBOURNE datestamp 18 

July 1941 with ‘3 / PASSED / 

BY / CENSOR / 183’ triangular 

handstamp in purple and ‘3 

Opened by Censor’ seal, neatly opened at the side and in near fine condition (photograph size reduced) 

CV $750-plus. 500 
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 83 1946-1947 KGVI issues overprinted ‘B.C.O.F. / JAPAN / 1946’ set complete BW J1-J8 including 5/- 

both papers and the 1d QE with blue overprint ACSC J2c, varied centring (the 2/- centred to base, 5/- 

surfaced paper well-centred and unsurfaced paper centred to top left), all mint unhinged (9) CV $730. 350 

 84 ----- ½d orange Kangaroo overprinted ‘B.C.O.F. / JAPAN / 1946’ in a full sheet (160) with five ‘wrong 

font’ varieties from the first overprint forme, ‘B’ & ‘A’ on L4/5, ‘6’ on L9/4, ‘1’ on L10/3, ‘N’ on R1/8 

and ‘B’ on R7/6, and the two ‘By Authority’ imprints, BW J1g/h/i/j/m/z/za, unhinged but with aged 

gum and rare CV $2,200. 350 

 85 1949-1950 Coat of Arms set 5/- to £2 complete BW 268-271, the 5/- and 10/- marginal with selvedge 

and the £1 and £2 from the lower right corners, very well-centred and mint unhinged (4) CV $345. 120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 83 ex-Lot 85 

 86 1949-1950 Coat of Arms overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ set complete very well-centred, mint unhinged and 

fine (3) CV $375. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 87 1965 5d Christmas block (10) BW 381, comprising two complete vertical columns, the top two units of 

the left column with a striking blue printing flaw affecting Joseph’s face extended with decreasing 

intensity through the lower three units, and the top two units in each column with the gold 

background colour much darker than normal, mint unhinged, unrecorded and believed to be 

unique.  Photograph on page 17. 1,000 

Decimal Currency Issues 

 88 1973 7c Christmas in perforation 14 x 14.4 in a vertical pair the lower unit with error black colour 

partly omitted BW 650c (Note 1) fine mint unhinged and very rare (2) CV $500.  Photograph on page 

21. 250 

  A vertical block of 10 has been reported which shows the second and third horizontal rows with the 

black printing weak.  A pane of 50 is recorded on which four units show the black colour partly omitted 

due to the imposition of foreign matter on the plate. 

 89 1974 $1 Sergeant of Light Horse in a left marginal horizontal strip (5) with large part sheet number [-

]558458 in the selvedge (and hence L3/1-5), the second unit with error black colour almost 

completely omitted (only the first ‘A’ faintly visible) and the third unit with error black colour 

completely omitted, BW 664ca and Note 3, well-centred, fine mint unhinged and a very rare and 

striking positional piece CV $15,000.  Photograph on the front cover. 7,500 

 The left pane of one sheet with sheet number 151886 from which the black colour was omitted 

completely from the fifth vertical column and partly omitted from the adjoining fourth column is 

reported.  On another left pane, the black colour was omitted completely from the second and third 

units.  Only one strip has been recorded from that pane.  It seems that only 15 copies with the black 

omitted completely are extant. 

 90 1974 7c Tennis top row marginal single with selvedge from Sheet A with error light brown colour 

omitted completely (from the body of the tennis player) BW 674c (Note 3), fine mint unhinged and 

very rare CV $2,000. 800 
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On the left pane of one sheet, the light brown colour was omitted partly from the 

ninth vertical column (of five units).  It was omitted completely from the 10th 

column.  The error was continued across the gutter onto the right pane, affecting 

the first three vertical columns.  Thus only 20 copies can exist with the colour 

omitted completely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 91 1974 10c Star Sapphire printed on KP6T paper with PVA helecon gum in a vertical column (10), the 

upper two units with error black colour omitted completely and the third unit with black colour 

almost completely omitted (leaving the inscription ‘star sapphire’ very weak), BW 648cb (Note 2) fine 

mint unhinged and very scarce CV $700.  Photograph on page 21. 350 

It seems that five sheets from which the black colour was omitted survive.  This strip is from one of two 

sheets with the upper two horizontal rows with black colour omitted completely and the third row almost 

completely omitted. 

 92 1974 10c Christmas BW 680 in an upper left corner block (12) with a pre-printing diagonal paper 

fold affecting units 2 & 3 in the upper row, units 1 & 2 in the centre row and unit 1 in the bottom row, 

fine mint unhinged and a striking positional piece.  Photograph on page 17. 200 

 93 1975 18c Wildflower printed on KP6T paper with helecon and pink gum in a vertical strip (10) from 

Sheet A being column 1 with selvedge on three sides, with error black colour omitted from the top 

two units and largely omitted from the third unit, additionally with L10/1 retouch in the upper left 

background colour, BW 725a/ca/q and Notes 3 & 10, fine mint unhinged and scarce CV $600.  

Photograph on page 21. 250 

 The number of sheets printed with this error is unknown, but it is estimated that about 500 copies with 

the error exist. 

 94 ----- a vertical positional strip (10) comprising column 1, with error grey colour omitted from the top 

five units and partly omitted from the sixth unit, BW 725cf and Note 4, fine mint unhinged and rare 

CV $1,800.  Photograph on page 21. 800 

 It is thought that all three lower sheets with this error survived, providing a maximum of 150 copies 

with this error. 

 95 1975 45c Wildflower in a lower marginal vertical strip (4) comprising rows 7 to 10, the second unit 

with error dull yellow-green colour omitted and the third unit partly omitted BW 727cd and Note 

3 fine mint unhinged and rare CV $750.  Photograph on page 21. 300 

 It is reported that at least three sheets have survived with this error.  On all three rows, positions seven 

and eight are affected (BW 727 ce/cf).  It is estimated that the number of errors extant is 10 with the 

colour omitted and 50 with the colour partly omitted.  In the example offered, the error affects the 

eighth and ninth rows.  The error seems to be the result of the interposition of foreign matter between 

the cylinder and the paper, or an inking fault on the cylinder. 

 96 1975 45c Wildflower in a right marginal horizontal pair with selvedge from columns 9 & 10 of Sheet 

A, the right unit with error sepia colour omitted BW 727cc and Note 2, fine mint unhinged and very 

rare CV $2,000. 900 

 On the right pane of Sheet A, the 10th vertical column carried the error.  It is believed that only one sheet 

survived, providing a maximum of 10 copies. 

 

 

 

 

 97 1977 $10 ‘Coming South’ a single with the horizontal rows of perforation misplaced vertically 

downwards by 11 mm, so the inscription ‘AUSTRALIA $10’ is at the top of the stamp rather than at 

the base, BW 784ba and Note 2 fine mint unhinged CV $300.  Photograph on page 17. 150 

 It is believed that 25 sheets (of 50 stamps) were released with the horizontal rows of perforation 

misplaced vertically downwards.  In the top horizontal row of 10 stamps the inscription ‘AUSTRALIA 
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$10’ is omitted and in the four lower rows the inscription is at the top of each stamp.  Thus there are a 

maximum of 250 and 1,000 stamps respectively of each type. 

 

 Lot 92 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 87 

Lot 97 

 

 98 1978 20c Little Grebe in a top marginal vertical strip (4), the top three units with error pale blue 

background colour omitted in decreasing intensity downwards from the top unit, BW 805cd and Note 

6 fine mint unhinged and very rare CV $1,500 (for a strip of 10). 600 

 On a single sheet the pale blue background colour was partly omitted from the upper three horizontal 

rows, the top row showing almost total omission, providing a maximum of 10 extant copies. 

 99 1978 18c Bert Hinkler a top marginal vertical pair (from rows 1 and 2) with selvedge, the upper unit 

imperforate, and 18c Charles Kingsford-Smith in a vertical pair imperforate, BW 791ba & Note 10 

and 793b & Note 17, fine mint unhinged CV $1,100. 450 

 It is reported that at least four sheets of the Hinkler stamp with the top horizontal row imperforate were 

issued, providing at least 20 error strips.  The imperforate error of the Kingsford Smith stamp exists 

in a number of formats and it is likely that more than 500 copies exist. 
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100 1978 18c Charles Ulm BW 793 a single with a striking colour shift (at left); a complete horizontal 

strip (5) affected by a colour shift resulting in the yellow background increasingly varying from very 

pale to dark yellow from left to right; and a complete horizontal strip (5) with a paper join on the 

gummed side of the second unit resulting in a doubling of the paper and a deeper blue shade of colour 

on the second and third units, all fine mint unhinged and an unusual and striking assembly 

(photographs of the two strips are on page 21). 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 99 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 100 

 Lot 98 

 

101 1979 National Parks issue, the 20c Girraween and 20c Mount Field in a horizontal se-tenant strip (4), 

with the third unit (Girraween) imperforate except at left and the fourth unit (Mount Field) 

imperforate, BW 843b and Note 6 fine mint unhinged and very rare CV $1,250. 600 

 One sheet is recorded on which the first two strikes of the perforating comb were omitted on the right 

side, resulting in the 10th 

vertical column being left 

completely imperforate and 

the ninth column 

imperforate except on the 

left side.  A maximum of 

only 10 se-tenant pairs 

therefore may be extant.  

Photograph size reduced. 

 

 

102 1980 28c Rainbow Bird block (4) with error violet-blue background colour omitted BW 816ca and 

Note 1 mint unhinged and a left marginal block (4) with error yellow colour omitted BW 816 Note 2 

mint unhinged (8) CV $1,600.  Photographs on the next page. 800 

 At least one complete sheet (100) existed with the violet-blue background omitted.  We note that this 

colour is susceptible to the effects of sunlight.  This stamp also is recorded with the yellow colour 

omitted, but no satisfactory examples have been seen by the editors of the catalogue reference. 

 These blocks have been assessed under ultraviolet light and they appear genuine. 
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 Violet-blue background colour omitted Yellow colour omitted 

103 1980 22c Salvation Army in a left marginal vertical strip (3) being L6-8/1, error imperforate, with a 

horizontal line of perforation through the middle of the centre unit, BW 870b and Note 1, fine mint 

unhinged and rare CV $1,500. 600 

 This error affected 32 stamps of an upper pane, the upper six horizontal rows and the first two stamps 

of the seventh row, through the middle of which a misplaced horizontal line of perforation appears. 

104 November 1981 24c Thylacine from the second printing in an upper marginal block (4) with error 

imperforate at top, BW 903b and Note 1, fine mint unhinged and rare CV $2,400. 1,000 

 It is reported that on one sheet the final strike of the perforating comb was omitted, leaving the sheet 

imperforate between the top horizontal row and the margin, thus providing only 10 extant copies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 104 

 

 Lot 103 

 

105 1982 60c Humpback Whale colour trial printing BW 930E fine mint unhinged CV $350. 150 

 The trial has a solid blue-green background colour, without the diagonal white streaks in the upper left 

corner of the bright blue background of the 

issued stamp.  The trial was rejected by 

Australia Post.  During delivery of the 

issued stamps to post offices there was a 

small shortfall in one consignment.  A few 

of the trial sheets accidentally were 

included in one delivery to make up the 

quantity required. 
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106 1982 3c Corroboree Frog in a left marginal horizontal strip (3) the first unit error imperforate at left 

BW 934b fine mint unhinged and very rare CV $1,500. 600 

On one sheet the final strike of the perforating comb was omitted, leaving the first vertical column 

imperforate between the 

stamp and the margin.  Thus 

a maximum 10 copies 

could be extant. 

 

 

 

 

 

107 1983 27c Ulysses Butterfly a right marginal horizontal pair with selvedge imperforate BW 1001b and 

Note 1 fine mint unhinged CV $600. 300 

 It is reported that a single sheet was found partly 

imperforate, with four or five rows of 10 stamps affected. 

 

 

 

 

 

108 1984 $5 ‘A Holiday at Mentone’ in an upper marginal vertical pair, the upper unit with error 

imperforate at top, BW 781b and Note 1, fine mint unhinged and rare CV $1,500. 600 

 It is reported that five sheets were issued with row 1 imperforate 

between the top and the margin, providing a maximum of 25 

extant copies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Lot 109 

 

109 1985 33c District Nursing Centenary a left marginal horizontal pair the first unit with error imperforate 

at left BW 1094b and Note 1, fine mint unhinged and very scarce CV $1,000 400 

 It is reported that as many as five sheets were issued with the first vertical column on the left pane 

imperforate at left, providing a maximum of 25 extant copies. 

110 1985 33c Ginger Meggs and Blinky Bill a horizontal pair with error left unit (Meggs) imperforate on 

three sides BW 1109b and Note 1, fine mint unhinged CV $500. 200 

 The error was caused by the omission of a strike of the 

perforating comb from the third column of the left pane of 

several sheets. 
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 Lot 88 

 

 

 ex-Lot 100 

 

 

 

 Lot 95 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 91 

 

 (left) Lot 103 and (right) Lot 104 
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111 1986 America’s Cup issue, the 36c Boxing Kangaroo in an upper marginal horizontal pair and the 36c 

Trophy single, both with error grey colour omitted resulting in the absence of the inscription ‘Australia 

36c’ from the base of the stamps, BW 1173c & 1175c and Note 1, fine mint unhinged and rare in that 

condition CV $900. 400 

 Most recorded examples of this error 

are postally used single copies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Postage Due Issues 

112 1902-1904 (blank base) design ½d to 20/- set overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ complete, prepared for 

distribution to the U.P.U., generally fine unused with part original gum although a few including the 

20/- value are without gum (14) BW CV $2,100. 1,000 

113 ----- 1902 1d emerald-green in single line perforation 11 (BW D4 / SG D12) with a manuscript 

cancellation applied in indelible pencil and part original gum but a very fine example of a rare stamp 

CV BW $1,250 / SG £900. 600 

114 1902-1904 (completed) design with Watermark Crown/NSW 10/- dull green printed on chalk-surfaced 

paper with single line perforation 11 (BW D44 / SG D43) cancelled with a portion of the SYDNEY 

PARCEL POST datestamp in violet, very fine and rare with a B.P.A. 2007 certificate CV BW $3,750 

/ SG £1,800. 2,000 

115 ----- 1902-1904 Watermark Crown/NSW 1d emerald perforation 11 x 11½-12 (BW D20A / SG D23), 

a left marginal positional block (20), mint unhinged, a crease through the seventh row and bands of 

toning on the gummed side, of very fine colour and an outstanding multiple in the scarce perforation 

CV BW $3,500 / SG £420-plus.  Photograph on page 24. 1,800 

116 1906-1908 Watermark Crown/Single-lined A ½d to 6d set complete in perforation 11½ or 12 x 11, (BW 

D46-D55 / SG D45-D50, in very fine mint condition for this issue, the ½d, 1d and 3d values unhinged 

(the 3d with slightly toned gum) and the others with large part original gum (6) CV BW $3,425 / SG 

£1,000-plus. 750 

117 ----- 3d light green (BW D52 /SG D48), mint with excellent colour and very lightly hinged with minor 

gum toning, a fine example of a scarce stamp CV BW $875 / SG £650. 450 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 112 Lot 113 Lot 114 ex-Lot 116 Lot 117 

 

118 1909-1910 Watermark Crown / Double-lined A ½d to £1 set printed on thick paper complete BW D76-

D92 cancelled-to-order for the distribution to the U.P.U., the £1 value with a small tone spot on the 

lower left corner and the others all fine and with large part original gum (11) CV $940. 400 

119 ----- Die 2 2d rose-red & green printed on thick paper in a lower left corner block (12) with ‘JBC’ 

monogram BW D81z, commercially cancelled with six neat strikes of the [W.A.S.G. 1984 Type D27-

c] ‘REGISTERED.PERTH / WESTNAUSTRALIA 1 AUG 13’ datestamp, with full original gum 

although with a few creases on the gummed side of the fifth unit in the upper row, but very fine frontal 

appearance and scarce (CV $600 as a mint monogram strip of three) in a larger positional block. 500 
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 Lot 119 

 

120 ----- 6d rose-red & green printed on thin paper in a lower left corner block (15) with ‘JBC’ monogram 

BW D86Az, neatly cancelled with two (undated) complete strikes and four part strikes BRISBANE 

datestamp, with some perforation separation between the fourth and fifth rows and a barely discernible 

vertical crease down the far left column, with large part original gum, and a rare monogram (CV $1,500 

as a used monogram strip of three) in a positional block with no mint strips believed recorded.  

Photograph on page 24. 1,500 

121 1912-1923 Watermark Crown / Double-lined A carmine & pale green with error watermark sideways 

(BW D101a / SG D83ba), a marginal copy from the left of the sheet with selvedge, mint with a faint 

trace of a hinge mark and two barely discernible tone spots on the gummed side, CV BW 1,500 / SG 

£900. 750 

122 1922-1930 Watermark (3rd) Single Crown/A 6d carmine & bright yellow-green in a lower gutter block 

(4) with Mullett imprint BW D112Cza, mint but hinged on the upper two units and on the lower selvedge 

with bands of toning on the gummed side CV $400.  Photograph on page 24. 200 

123 ----- 2d carmine & bright yellow-green in a lower gutter block (30) with Mullett imprint BW D108Cza, 

mint unhinged and a rare multiple of this size CV $820. 550 

124 1953-1959 new designs (shillings values) 2/- carmine & deep green (BW D140C / SG D130a), a superb 

mint unhinged example of a scarce shade CV BW $750 / SG £300. 400 

125 ----- 5/- carmine & yellow-green in a lower gutter block (4) with By Authority imprint BW D141Aza 

mint with one unit hinged, and 5/- brown-red & deep green in a lower gutter block (8) with By Authority 

imprint BW D141Eza mint with two units hinged, both in very fine condition (12) CV $550-plus. 300 

126 1938 Watermark Crown / CofA ½d to 1/- set (7) complete mint very lightly hinged and fine, 1946-1956 

Watermark Crown / CofA ½d to 1/- redrawn value plates with 1953 new design 1/-, 2/- & Die 1 5/- set 

(13) complete, mixed centring and a few low values lightly hinged otherwise fine mint unhinged, and 

1958-1963 No Watermark ½d to 2/- with both dies of the 1d, 4d & 5d (13) fine mint unhinged (33) CV 

$700. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 118 Lot 121 Lot 124 

 ex-Lot 126 
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  Lot 120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 122 

 

Lot 115 
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 Lot 123 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 125 
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Charles Kingsford-Smith Flight Covers 

127 Souvenir pictorial cover produced by Australian National Airways addressed to Air Commodore 

Kingsford-Smith in Sydney, franked 1931 2d and 3d Kingsford Smith cancelled SHIP MAIL ROOM / 

MELBOURNE datestamp 19 March 1931, carried Melbourne – Sydney on ANA’s VH-UMI ‘Southern 

Moon’ piloted by Kingsford-Smith on the first day of issue of the stamps, with arrival SYDNEY 

(counter clerk 31) datestamp same day on reverse, one of 320 covers signed by Kingsford-Smith on 

the front, unopened and in fine condition Eustis #181 (photograph size reduced) CV $350. 250 

128 1935 London-Brindisi-London flight by Charles Kingsford-Smith and Tommy Pethybridge, addressed 

to London franked 2d golden-scarlet KGV cancelled DARWIN datestamp 3 October 1935, 

handstamped ’40’ on front and carried to London per Imperial and Dutch Airlines, re-addressed on 

arrival and franked Britain 1½d KGV cancelled LONDON datestamp 18 October 1935 then carried on 

the attempted record-breaking flight departing 23 October 1935 aboard ‘Lady Southern Cross’ VH-

USB, returned to London where re-addressed to Hythe in Kent and franked with another 1½d KGV 

cancelled LONDON datestamp 5 November 1935, with arrival HYTHE datestamp 6 November 1935 

and unopened, Eustis #545 (photograph size reduced) CV $650. 300 

 One of only 49 numbered covers carried on the flight, which encountered storms which damaged the 

aircraft and caused its return to London on 24 October 1935.  A statement with the details was stamped 

on the reverse and signed by Flying Officer Beau Sheil, personal assistant to Kingsford-Smith, who had 

carried the covers to London.  The covers carried on the flight were the last to be carried and delivered 

by him, as he died when he crashed on his next flight, on 7-8 November 1935. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 127 Lot 128 

129 Cover embossed ‘FIRST AUSTRALIAN / PHILATELIC STATIONERY / EXHIBITION / 18 

September 1935’ addressed to NSW and franked (uncancelled) 3d Victoria and 1/6d Air Mail with typed 

direction for carriage on Kingsford Smith’s intended England-Australia flight, intended for transmission 

to England departing 23 October 1935 but left behind, minor age toning, unopened and in fine condition 

with accompanying letter to the intended recipient of the cover from Kingsford-Smith’s personal 

assistant attesting to the circumstances.  Photographs on page 72. 1,500 

 The ‘Lady Southern Cross’ G-AUDS, on which it was intended this cover be carried, departed England 

on 6 November 1935, piloted by Charles Kingsford Smith and Tommy Pethybridge.  It was lost 

somewhere off the Burma coast on 7-8 November.  The accompanying letter dated 23 October 1935 is 

signed by Flying Officer Beau Sheil, personal assistantto Kingsford Smith.  It acknowledges that 

although Kingsford-Smith was not authorised to carry official mail, he had agreed to carry this cover, 

but that it inadvertently was overlooked and left behind when the London-bound flight left Croydon 

earlier that day.  It is believed it is the only surviving cover intended for the fatal flight.  Reference 

note to Eustis #557. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRITORIES 

New Guinea 

Australian Forces Occupation 

130 October 1914 ‘G.R.I.’ surcharge (from the 6 mm setting) 1d on Germany 1901 3 pfg brown Yacht 

(appears to be position 12) SG 1, well-centred and mint hinged with aged gum which is typical for the 

issue but a scarce stamp CV £750. 400 

131 ‘G.R.I.’ surcharge 3d on 30 pfg black & orange Yacht printed on buff paper SG 8, well-centred, mint 

hinged and fine CV £475. 250 

132 ‘G.R.I.’ surcharge 4d on 40 pfg black & carmine Yacht SG 9, mint hinged in very good condition CV 

£475. 250 
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133 ‘G.R.I.’ surcharge 3s on 3 marks violet-black Yacht SG14, mint hinged fine appearance and rare, with 

Botthe expertisation mark on reverse CV £5,500.  Photograph on the front cover. 3,500 

134 1915-1916 Single Watermark ½d green KGV with watermark inverted overprinted 

‘N.W./PACIFIC/ISLANDS.’ Type 9 SG 65aw, mint hinged with a minor fold in one corner, minor gum 

toning and very rare CV £2,250. 1,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 130 Lot 131 Lot 132 

 Lot 134 

135 1914 ‘G.R.I.’ surcharges on German postcards all printed from [Gibbs 1988] Setting ‘A’, comprising 

No Watermark 1d on 5 pfg green PS1 (3), Watermark 1d on 5 pfg green PS2 (2) and 2d on 10 pfg 

carmine PS3 (5), all in fine condition, apparently genuine, very scarce and rarely offered in any 

quantity (10).  Photograph size reduced. 500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Australian Mandated Territory 

136 1925-1928 Huts set ½d to £1 complete plus two extra shades of the 6d SG 125-136 mint hinged, mixed 

centring as is usual with this issue but in very good condition (14) CV £420 250 

137 ----- overprinted ‘AIR MAIL’ with biplane set ½d to £1 complete SG 137-149 mint hinged, very good 

condition (13) CV £250. 200 

138 1931 [Bird of Paradise] 10th Anniversary of Australian Administration (with dates ‘1921-1931’) set 1d 

to £1 complete SG 150-162, mint hinged and fine condition (13) CV £425. 300 

139 ----- overprinted ‘AIR MAIL’ and biplane set ½d to £1 complete SG 163-176 mint hinged (the £1 very 

lightly hinged) and mostly fine (14) CV £300. 200 

140 1932 redrawn Bird of Paradise (without dates) set complete SG 177-189 mint lightly hinged and fine, 

and the set overprinted ‘AIR MAIL’ with biplane complete SG 190-203 mint lightly hinged and mostly 

fine (31) CV £550. 350 
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 ex-Lot 136 ex-Lot 137 ex-Lot 138 ex-Lot 139 

141 1925-1928 Huts set ½d to £1 complete very good used, 1931 overprinted ‘AIR MAIL’ and biplane 

Village set ½d to £1 complete mint hinged, 1931 Bird of Paradise [dated] set 1d to £1 complete 

mint/used (the five highest values are fine used), the same set ½d to £1 overprinted ‘AIR MAIL’ and 

biplane complete mint hinged, 1932 redrawn Bird of Paradise [without 

dates] 1d to £1 complete mint hinged (the 10/- and £1 are unhinged) and 

the same set ½d to £1 overprinted ‘AIR MAIL’ and biplane complete 

mint hinged, with the 1925 Village set overprinted ‘OS complete mint 

hinged (the 6d is unhinged) and the 1932 undated Bird of Paradise set 

overprinted ‘OS’ 1d to 5/- complete mint hinged (the 5/- is unhinged), 

SG 125-203 and O22-O54 (120 including extra colour shades) CV 

£2,750. 1,200 

142 1935 Bulolo Goldfields Air Mail £2 bright violet SG 204, mint hinged with some even toning to the 

gum, fine bright appearance CV £350. 120 

143 ----- £5 green SG 205 very well-centred, mint very lightly hinged and in fine condition CV £750.  

Photograph on the back cover. 550 

144 1939 Bulolo Goldfields inscribed ‘AIR MAIL POSTAGE’ set ½d to £1 complete SG 212-225, mint 

mostly lightly hinged, noted the 1/-, 2/-, 5/- and £1 unhinged, very fine (14) CV £1,100. 650 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 140 Lot 142 ex-Lot 144 

145 Official Use 1931 Birds of Paradise (with date) overprinted ‘OS’ set 1d to 5/- complete SG O31-O41 

mint hinged, and 1932-1934 Birds (without date) overprinted OS set complete SG O42-O54 mint lightly 

hinged, overall excellent condition (24) CV £500. 300 

Territory of Papua 

146 1932 ½d to £1 Pictorials set complete SG 130-145, the values to 5/- mint lightly hinged and the 10/- 

(cancelled fine complete SAMARAI datestamp 13 FE 1936) and £1 postally used (16) CV £425. 300 

147 ----- another set the ½d with a thin near the base and the 1d with two tone spots on the reverse otherwise 

fine lightly cancelled postally used (16) CV £450. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 145 

 ex-Lot 146 ex-Lot 147 
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Norfolk Island 

148 1966 10c surcharge on 10d brown & reddish-violet in an upper right corner strip (4) with selvedge on 

two sides and error surcharge misplaced to the left resulting in the figures of value largely omitted 

from the corner unit, superb mint unhinged and rare. 1,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 

Literature 

149 Winchester, C. and Wilson, J., The Royal Philatelic Collection, (1952), Dropmore Press: London, 

complete with all plates, spine faded and minor shelf wear to the base of the boards, internally in fine 

condition, without the issued slip case (not the morocco leather-bound issue). 300 

150 de Worms, P., Perkins Bacon Records, (1953), in two volumes (867 pages), The Royal Philatelic 

Society: London, internally very sound and clean and complete with all black & white plates, corners 

bumped and edges shelf-worn with some spotting on the end boards, in the original dust jackets which 

are price-clipped with minor tears.  An important and invaluable reference for the specialist 

Commonwealth collector and student. 140 

British Commonwealth Collections 

151 1840-1936 Commonwealth-wide Collection 

 In two Stanley Gibbons ‘New Imperial’ illustrated albums (960 pages), the contents somewhat 

fragmented and with the emphasis on the KGV-era issues, comprising mostly complete sets, with some 

sets short the top value or otherwise incomplete, nearly all mint (some higher values are postally used), 

noted Britain 1913 Waterlow Sea Horses to 10/- VGU and 1934 re-engraved Sea Horses 2/6d to 10/- 

mint, Ascension 1922 overprints mint unhinged and 1924 Badge set mint, Australia 1932 5/- Bridge 

mint and 1934 Kingsford-Smith overprinted ‘OS’ mint, Antigua 1921 Wmk. Mult. Script CA KGV 

defnitives mint, Barbados 1897 and 1912-1918 Seal of Colony sets mint, Basutoland 1933 KGV 

Crocodile motif mint, Bechuanaland 1932 Scenes mint, Bermuda 1924 KGV to 12/6d mint, British 

Solomon Islands 1907-1908 large and small Canoes mint, Canada 1918-1919 and 1930-1931 KGV 

Pictorials mint, Cayman Islands 1932 Justices Centenary and 1935 Pictorials mint, Dominica 1923 KGV 

definitives mint, Falkland Islands 1929 KGV definitives mint and 1933 Pictorials to 5/- mint (the 10/- 

unhinged), Gambia 1922 KGV Portrait and Shield mint, Kenya Uganda Tanganyika 1935 Pictorials 

mint, Malta 1926 Pictorials, 1928 ‘POSTAGE AND REVENUE’ overprints and 1930 POSTAGE (&) 

REVENUE overprints mint, Nyasaland-Rhodesian Force 1916 ‘NF’ overprints mint, St. Vincent 1913 

KGV definitives mint, Sierra Leone 1932 KGV Scenes mint, Southern Rhodesia 1931 KGV definitives 

mint, South-West Africa 1927 and 1931 bilingual pairs mint, Straits Settlements 1936 Wmk Script CA 

KGV definitives mint and other Malaysian KGV definitive sets mint, Sudan 1898 overprints and Camel 

Postman mint, Tonga 1897 Scenes and 1923 overprints mint and Trinidad & Tobago 1921 KGV 

definitives mint, a very large and excellent quality assembly CV £22,000-plus. 6,000 
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 1935 KGV Jubilee Omnibus Collections 

152 Complete sets from 63 of the 64 issuing countries (missing only the British Forces in Egypt issue) thus 

comprising 249 stamps, in generally fine mint condition and mostly unhinged, unchecked for any of the 

numerous plate flaws that characterise this issue but with some varieties identified by the vendor, also 

a few plate number blocks including the Britain set complete (320) CV £1,200-plus. 600 

 

 

 

 

 

 

153 Complete sets from 63 of the 64 issuing countries (missing only the British Forces in Egypt issue) thus 

comprising 249 stamps, this lot all generally fine used, noted the South Africa bi-lingual pairs complete 

(very difficult to acquire fine used), with contemporary cancellations including many of interest, 

unchecked for plate flaws, also a few blocks (280) CV £2,000. 1,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

154 A large accumulation with at least six complete sets of each of 63 of the 64 individual issuing countries 

(except the British Forces in Egypt issue), with 10-plus copies of many of the lower values, mint and in 

generally fresh colours although varying from fine lightly hinged to average, with some gum ageing 

and a few units with thins.  At least one and perhaps two complete fine lightly hinged Omnibus sets 

could be extracted.  A seldom seen opportunity to acquire a large accumulation of these issues with 

scope for identification of the many plate flaws that characterise the issue (1,000-plus). 1,200 

155 1937-1952 KGVI-Era Collection 

 Aden to Zanzibar a near complete simplified mint collection of the KGVI era in a 220-page 1956 Stanley 

Gibbons illustrated hingeless album that follows the arrangement of that year’s catalogue.  Included are 

the postage stamps and postage dues, and official, express, health, life insurance and other subsidiary 

categories, all issued strictly within the reign of the monarch.  Changes to watermark are covered but 

not colour variations, perforation changes or the Japanese Occupation issues.  Indian convention and 

feudatory states, Malayan states and the overprints for British military forces in the Mediterranean and 

Middle East theatres are included.  The only areas which are significantly incomplete are a few of the 

Indian states and the Middle East.  Only a very few sets are without the highest value.  Most of the 

higher values are hinged and there is some toning evident resulting from lengthy storage, but the 

condition generally is excellent to fine.  An unusual opportunity to acquire an almost complete 

Commonwealth-wide collection from this era CV £65,000-plus. 9,000 
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156 1953-1960s Queen Elizabeth-era Pictorial Collection 

 Most countries represented in one stock book, comprising almost all complete pictorial sets with values 

to the £1, including many listed colour shade variations, mint with about half of the higher values 

unhinged (1,500-plus) CV £5,500-plus. 1,500 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

157 1953-1970 Queen Elizabeth-era Collection 

 Most Commonwealth countries are represented, the collection in four albums comprising almost all 

complete sets with face values to the £1, a few sets missing the top face value but including many listed 

colour shade variations and plate flaws, all mint and hinged to well-annotated pages (2,000-plus) CV 

£8,000-plus. 2,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BARBADOS 

158 1873 Watermark Large Star 1/- black in perforation 14½ x 15½ error horizontal pair imperforate 

between SG 61a, the perforations trimmed on all four sides, with original gum and 2017 RPSL 

certificate and an affordable copy of this major rarity CV £9,000. 1,200 

BASUTOLAND 

159 1933 KGV Pictorials set ½d to 10/- punctured ‘SPECIMEN’ complete SG 1-10, half of the gummed 

side tanned from storage, fine mint very lightly hinged (10) CV £350. 300 

BECHUANALAND 

160 1932 KGV Pictorial set ½d to 10/- complete SG 99-110, lightly cancelled fine commercially used, 

scarcer in that condition than mint (12) CV £450. 300 
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 Lot 158 

 ex-Lot 159 ex-Lot 160 

BRITAIN 

161 1840 Perkins Bacon Watermark Small Crown imperforate 1d black QV [TL] from plate 1a SG Spec 

AS2f, printed from the slightly worn plate with good to large margins and cancelled with a black Maltese 

Cross, in fine condition and scarce CV £1,100. 600 

162 ----- [RD] from plate 1b with error watermark inverted SG Spec 1b with four clear margins and 

cancelled with a light red Maltese Cross CV £2,500.  Photograph on the front cover. 1,800 

163 ----- 1d grey-black from plate 10 [SE] SG Spec ASS67uc with good to large margins and an almost 

complete strike of Plymouth black Maltese Cross, with a 2001 BPA certificate, fine and scarce CV 

£3,800. 2,000 

164 1840 Perkins Bacon Watermark Small Crown imperforate 1d intense black QV [JT] SG 1 with three 

clear to large margins, trimmed at top, cancelled by an almost complete and fine black Maltese Cross 

CV £525. 280 

165 ----- [PC] SG1 with three clear margins, trimmed at left, heavy black Maltese Cross CV £525. 220 

166 ----- [PL] SG 1 printed from plate 8, four clear to larger margins, cancelled with a neat black Maltese 

Cross CV £525. 320 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 161 Lot 162 Lot 163 Lot 164 Lot 165 Lot 166 

167 ----- 1d black QV [RG] SG 2 with four clear margins cancelled red Maltese Cross CV £375. 180 

168 ----- [KG] SG 2 trimmed on all four sides cancelled with a red Maltese Cross CV £375. 150 

169 ----- [TI] SG 2 with three clear margins and cut into at right cancelled neat bright red Maltese Cross CV 

£375. 200 

170 ----- 1d grey-black QV [SD] SG 3 with four clear to large margins cancelled neat red Maltese Cross CV 

£500. 320 

171 ----- [FK] printed from plate 5 SG 3 with four clear to large margins cancelled neat red Maltese Cross 

CV £500. 280 

172 ----- [OB] printed from plate 6 SG 3, large margin at left, close at the top and base and trimmed at right, 

cancelled neat red Maltese Cross CV £500. 240 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 167 Lot 168 Lot 169 Lot 170 Lot 171 Lot 172 

173 ----- 2d deep full blue [LC] SG 4 four clear margins cancelled light red Maltese Cross CV £1,200. 650 

174 ----- [AC] SG 4 margins close and trimmed at right lightly cancelled CV £1,200. 280 
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175 ----- [G?] plate 1 SG 4 with four clear margins cancelled indistinct black Maltese Cross CV £1,200. 350 

176 ----- 2d blue [AF] SG 5 with four clear margins cancelled indistinct black Maltese Cross CV £975. 350 

177 ----- [SF] SG 5 with large margin at left, close on the other sides and cut into at lower right corner, 

cancelled with an indistinct black Maltese Cross CV £975. 250 

178 ----- 2d pale blue [BJ] SG 6 with four clear margins large at left cancelled heavy black Maltese Cross 

CV £1,000. 450 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 173 Lot 174 Lot 175 Lot 176 Lot 177 Lot 178 

179 ----- 2d pale blue [QL] SG 13 with three large to clear margins cancelled horizontal bars 18, 2d blue 

[EH] SG 14 with two large margins others clear and 2d deep full blue [RC] SG 15 trimmed on three 

sides CV £310. 120 

180 1841 Perkins Bacon Watermark Small Crown imperforate 1d red-brown [SK] SG 8 with three good 

margins trimmed at right with an indistinct barred number cancellation, 2d pale blue [RL] SG 13 with 

shifted transfer but noted without certificate, three clear margins but touching at lower right, cancelled 

large part B/N [1]39 SG Spec ES11c, 2d blue [BB] SG 14 (3) one with four good to large margins 

cancelled B/N 15, another [DG] with four clear margins but toned at lower left corner cancelled fine 

B/N 66 and another [SJ] with three clear to large margins cancelled large part B/N 134 (5) CV £415. 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 179 ex-Lot 180 

181 ----- 1d brown on blue paper the six listed shades, red-brown [SK] with four margins, red-brown on 

very blue paper [HB] with four good margins cancelled barred diamond 18, pale red-brown [SC] 

unused, deep red-brown [RF] and [TK] each with four close margins cancelled neat black Maltese 

Cross, lake-red with three clear margins trimmed at left and another [KI] with three good margins 

trimmed at left and orange-brown [LB] with four clear to large margins, SG 8-12 noted no certificate 

for the lake-reds (8) CV £2,190. 450 

182 ----- 1d red-brown [IG] SG 8 with four clear to large margins cancelled 1844-type B/N 448 in blue, 

another [SL] with four clear to large margins cancelled fine almost complete black Maltese Cross and 

1d orange-brown [EF] SG 12 margins close and cut into at lower right also cancelled 1844-type B/N 

670 in blue-black (3) CV £385. 200 

183 ----- 2d deep full blue [LJ] SG 15 with four clear margins cancelled by a fine near complete black 

Maltese Cross and June 1857 Watermark Large Crown Die 2 1d rose-red [PF] perforation 14 with error 

watermark inverted SG Spec 40Wi centred to base cancelled fine complete B/N 383 CV £360. 240 

184 1847-1848 embossed 10d brown QV SG 57 cancelled barred diamond 81 and 1/- pale green QV SG 54 

cancelled B/N 842 both cut square with clear to large margins (2) CV £2,500. 360 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 181 ex-Lot 182 

 ex-Lot 184 
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185 1854-1857 Watermarks Small Crown and Large Crown blue paper issues 1d red-brown in Dies 1 & 2, 

and 2d blue, in perforation 14 or 16, SG 17-35, noted 1855 Wmk SC perforation 16 2d blue printed 

from plate 5 SG 20a, 1856-1858 Wmk LC on white paper printings Die 2 1d red-brown and 2d blue 

perforation 14 or 16 SG 36-41, noted 1858 perforation 16 2d blue from plate 6 SG 36a cancelled fine 

barred diamond 19 and 1856 perforation 14 1d red-brown SG 37, also Alphabet IV 1d rose-red SG 

42 (4), all very good to fine used, a few with fine barred number cancellations (27) CV £1,920. 400 

186 1854-1857 Watermark Small Crown 1d orange-brown SG 25 and Watermark Large Crown 1d red-

brown both perforation 16 SG 25 & 29, 1856 Wmk LC Die 2 Alphabet III 1d bright rose-red on white 

paper perforation 14 SG Spec C10(1) and Wmk LC 2d blue printed from plate 5 perforation 14 SG 23, 

with 1858-1870 ½d to 2d SG 44-51 (5) all very good to fine used (9) CV £600. 150 

187 February 1855 Watermark Small Crown 2d blue QV perforation 14 with error watermark inverted 

SG 23Wi centred to top and cancelled part B/N 178 very good used CV £650. 360 

188 1855 Watermark Large Crown 2d blue QV printed from plate 5 perforation 14 SG 27 cancelled clear 

B/N 45 fine CV £450. 150 

189 February 1856 Watermark Large Crown Die 2 perforation 14 1d plum SG 31 centred to upper left with 

two large margins cancelled fine complete B/N 75 and a rare shade £900. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 185 Lot 187 Lot 188 Lot 189 

190 1855-1857 Watermarks Small (2), Medium and Large Garter (5) with no corner letters type 4d shades, 

Watermark Emblems 6d deep lilac & pale lilac and 1/- green and pale green SG 62-73, noted the 4d 

on blued paper SG 62, most with B/N cancellations and all very good to fine used ex-1/- green 

damaged upper left corner (12) CV £2,200. 800 

191 1858 Watermark Large Crown Die 2 2d blue and deep blue QV with letters in four corners perforation 

14 SG 45-47 printed from plates 7-9 and 12-15 complete all lightly cancelled and in excellent condition 

(7) CV £370. 200 

192 1862 small white corner letters type Watermark Emblems 3d pale carmine-rose (no white dots type) SG 

77, Watermark Large Garter 4d red SG 79-80 (3) & 4d pale red with hair lines Type B printed from 

plate 4 SG 82, Watermark Emblems 6d lilac (2) SG 83-84, 9d straw SG 87 and 1/- green & deep green 

SG 89-90, most with neat B/N cancellations and all very good to fine used (10) CV £2,525. 900 

193 August 1862 Watermark Emblems 3d rose with small white corner letters horizontal pair from plate 

3 error imperforate SG 78a fresh mint with original gum, with a 1973 RPS certificate, CV £11,000.  

Photograph on the front cover. 8,000 

194 1864-1879 Watermark Large Crown Die 2 1d rose-red and lake-red QV with letters in four corners SG 

43-44 printed from plates 71-74, 76, 78-125, 127 and 129-225 (alas no 77 this time but otherwise 

complete) plus plate 105 with error inverted watermark, nearly all very good to fine used, the 

perforations on plate 222 a bit ragged, plates 219 & 223-224 fine and plate 225 [BB/BB] centred to 

upper left with a duplex cancellation, a fine assembly (152) CV £2,050. 900 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 192 ex-Lot 194  -  Plate numbers (from left) 105, 219, 223, 224 and 225 

195 1865 large white corner letters type Watermark Emblems 3d rose SG 92 (2), Watermark Garter 4d dull 

vermilion and vermilion SG 93-94, Watermark Emblems 6d lilac and deep lilac with hyphen SG 96-97, 

9d straw SG 98 and 1/- green QV SG 101, most with B/N cancellations in very good to fine used 

condition (8) CV £1,600. 650 
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196 1865-1873 Watermark Large Garter with large white corner letters 4d vermilion QV (shades) SG 93-

95 printed from plates 7-14 complete (8) plus another two unplated and 1865-1867 Watermark Emblems 

6d lilac with hyphen (2) from plates 5 & 6 SG 96-97, very good to fine used (12) CV £1,090. 250 

197 1867-1880 Watermark Spray of Rose with large white corner letters 3d rose (2), 6d violet (shades) with 

and without hyphen (5), 6d chestnut (2), 9d straw (2), 10d red-brown (3), 1/- green (2) and very fine 2/- 

deep blue QV, SG 103-119, very good to fine used condition (17) CV £2,150. 750 

198 ----- 3d rose to deep rose printed from plates 4-8 & 10, 6d violet without hyphen from plates 8 & 9, 6d 

chestnut, deep chestnut, pale buff and grey from plates 11 & 12, 1/- green from plates 5-7 and 2/- pale 

deep blue from plate 1, SG 102-121 all very good to fine used condition (20) CV £1,300. 350 

199 ----- 10d deep red-brown QV [CF/FC] SG 114 printed from plate 1 mint lightly hinged, fine and fresh 

appearance CV £5,000. 900 

200 ----- 2/- milky-blue QV [BQ/QB] printed from plate 1 SG 120b, some age toning on the reverse and a 

few blunt perforations, in very good condition and a scarce stamp CV £2,000. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 195 ex-Lot 197 Lot 199 Lot 200 

201 1867 Watermark Maltese Cross 5/- rose QV printed from plate 1 and pale rose QV from plate 2 SG 

126-127 and 1878 10/- greenish-grey QV SG 128, the 10/- very well-centred with private puncture 

‘HSB’, all very sound used (3) CV £4,550. 800 

202 1870 Watermark ‘half penny’ ½d rose red and rose QV shades SG 48-49 printed from plates 1-6 & 10-

20, centring varies, very sound used condition with 13 of the listed 15 plate numbers (13) CV £615. 250 

203 1870 Watermark Large Star 1½d rose-red and lake-red QV shades SG 51-52 printed from plates 1 & 3 

fine used (2) CV £185. 120 

204 1873-1879 Watermark Spray of Rose 3d pale rose (shades) from plates 12, 14 & 16-20 (ex-11 & 15), 

1874-1880 6d grey (shades) from plates 13-17 and 1/- green (shades) from plates 8-13 with the 1876-

1877 Watermark Large Garter 4d vermilion from plate 15 and 4d sage-green from plate 16, SG 144-

153, very good to fine used condition (20) CV £2,980. 500 

205 1875 Watermark Small Anchor 2½d rosy-mauve on white paper QV SG 139, 1876 Watermark Orb 2½d 

rosy-mauve and 1880 2½d blue QV SG 141-142, Watermark Spray of Rose 3d pale rose, 6d grey & 

deep grey, 1/- deep green and 1/- orange-brown SG 144, 146-148 & 151, 1876-1880 Watermark Large 

Garter 4d vermilion, sage-green and grey-brown SG 152-154 and 8d orange SG 156, very good to fine 

used condition ex the 6d deep grey heavily cancelled (12) CV £2,950. 550 

206 1875 Watermark Small Anchor 2½d rosy-mauve on white paper SG 139 from plates 1 (2), 2 & 3 (2), 

1876-1880 Watermark Orb 2½d rosy-mauve SG 141 from plates 3-4 & 6-16 (ex-5 & 17) with the 1880 

2½d blue from plate 17 (photograph below) and plates 19 & 20, good to fine used condition (21) CV 

£1,980. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 205 ex-Lot 206 

 

 Lot 201 
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207 1880-1883 Watermark Imperial Crown with large coloured corner letters QV ½d pale green & deep 

green, 1d venetian red, 1½d venetian red, 2d pale rose & deep rose, 2½d blue from plate 22, 3d rose, 4d 

grey-brown from plate 17, 5d indigo, 6d grey and 1/- orange, with the 3d on 3d lilac and 6d on 6d lilac 

surcharges and 1d lilac shades (3) SG 157-170 all good to fine used condition (19) CV £1,300-plus. 350 

208 ----- 2½d blue from plates 21-23, 3d rose from plate 21, 4d grey-brown from plates 17-18, 6d grey from 

plates 17-18 and 1/- orange-brown from plates 13-14, SG 157-163 all very good to fine used condition 

(10) CV 1,140. 300 

209 1883 Watermark Large Anchor with large coloured corner letters printed on white paper 2/6d lilac QV 

SG 178, 5/- rose SG 180 and 10/- ultramarine SG 183, well-centred and neatly cancelled with complete 

centrally-placed town datestamps including two registered (3) CV £935. 400 

210 1883-1884 Watermark Imperial Crown ½d to 1/- QV SG 187-196 in apparently very good to fine used 

condition but the 6d & 9d possibly faded slightly from the original colours (10) CV £1,300. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ex-Lot 210 

 Lot 209 

211 ----- 2/6d pale lilac SG 178, 5/- pale rose SG 180 and 10/- pale ultramarine SG 183a, well-centred and 

neatly cancelled (3) CV £960. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 213 

 Lot 211 

212 1884 Watermark Three Imperial Crowns £1 brown-lilac QV SG 185 thinned at right and 1891 £1 green 

SG 212 well-centred, both lightly cancelled with centrally-placed datestamps (2) CV £3,800. 450 

 

 

 

 

 

 

213 1887-1892 Watermark Imperial Crown ‘Jubilee’ QV issue in new design types ½d to 1/- including 

nearly all the colour shade variations SG 197-211 (but ex-1890 3d purple & orange SG 204 and 4½d 

green & deep bright carmine SG 206a) plus the 1900 ½d and 1/- in new colours, noted the 2d green & 

scarlet SG 199 with 2002 PEGB Limited certificate and 5d dull purple & blue Die 1 SG 207, all neatly 

cancelled (only the 2d bicolour is cancelled heavily) in very good to fine condition (27). 250 

214 1902 De La Rue printings with Watermark Imperial Crown perforation 14 simplified set ½d to 1/- 

KEVII complete (no colour shade varieties), Watermark Large Anchor 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- and Watermark 

Three Crowns £1 dull blue-green, SG 215-266, plus 1911 perforation 15 x 14 1d to 4d, all in very good 

to fine used condition, the higher values well-centred and the £1 cancelled with two strikes registered 

datestamp (24) CV £2,100. 650 
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 ex-Lot 214 

215 ----- ½d to 10/- with nearly all the listed colour shade and chalk paper variations and the 10d ‘no cross 

on crown’ varieties in all three shades, also noted the 3d dull purple & orange-yellow on chalk 

paper, 4d brown-orange and 7d deep grey-black, SG 215-265, all in very good to fine used condition 

(63) CV £4,050. 900 

216 ----- £1 dull blue-green SG 266 with two minor tone spots on the reverse of perforations at the base but 

fine bright colour and neatly cancelled with a centrally-placed datestamp CV £825. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 215 ex-Lot 216 

217 1911 Harrison printing with Watermark Imperial Crown in perforation 14 1d to 4d KGV with listed 

colour shade variations SG 272-278, noted the 1d aniline-rose SG 275a and 3d purple on lemon paper 

SG 277, perforation 15 x 14 issue ½d to 4d with listed colour shades SG 279-286, and Somerset House 

printings with Watermark Imperial Crown ½d to 1/- with listed colour shades, noted 6d royal purple 

SG 295, 9d slate-purple & cobalt-blue SG 308 & 10d dull reddish purple & aniline-pink SG 310, 

and Watermark Large Anchor 2/6d to 10/- with the three listed colour shades of the 2/6d SG 315-317, 

all in very good to fine used condition (51) CV £3,160. 850 

218 1911-1912 KGV ‘Downey Heads’ type ½d & 1d with Watermark Imperial Crown, Royal Cypher 

Simple and Multiple SG 321-350, with a range of perforations and colour shades (43), noted ½d bluish 

green SG 326, 1d bright scarlet variety ‘no cross on crown’ SG 341a & 1d aniline scarlet SG 343, 

and 1912-1924 ‘Profile Heads’ type with Watermark Royal Cypher ½d to 1/- SG 351-396 with a range 

of perforations and colour shades (115), noted the 1d scarlet-vermilion SG 361, 1d bright scarlet with 

variety ‘Q’ for ‘O’ SG 357a and another with inverted watermark and ‘Q’ for ‘O’ variety SG 

357ad, the 1920 2½d dull prussian blue in perforation 15 x 14 SG 373 cancelled 1922 datestamp 

well-centred and fine, and the 5d bistre-brown SG 383, all in very good to fine used condition (158) 

CV £800-plus. 250 

219 January 1912 Somerset House printing with Watermark Large Anchor 10/- blue KGV SG 319 well-

centred, a couple of blunt perforations at the base, neatly cancelled 29 February 1912 registered 

datestamp and fine condition CV £600. 300 

220 1912 Watermark Simple Royal Cypher Die B 1d scarlet perforation 15 x 14 with error watermark 

inverted and reversed SG 336Wk, centred to left with a perforation missing at lower-left, unused CV 

£850. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 217 Lot 220 

  Lot 219 
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221 1913 Waterlow printing with Watermark Crown/GR 2/6d sepia-brown, 5/- rose-carmine, 10/- indigo-

blue & £1 dull blue-green KGV Seahorses design SG 400-402 & 404, well-centred (ex-the 2/6d to top) 

all heavily cancelled (4) CV £2,550. 750 

222 1915 De La Rue printing with Watermark Crown/GR 2/6d grey-brown SG 407 & 5/- bright carmine 

SG 409, with the 1918 Bradbury Wilkinson printing 2/6d pale brown, 5/- rose-red & 10/- dull grey-blue 

SG 415a & 416-417, all well-centred and lightly cancelled ex-the DLR 5/- with a heavy parcel 

cancellation (5) CV £1,080. 300 

223 1924-1926 Watermark Block Cypher ½d to 1/- KGV set complete (12) SG 418-429 plus the October 

1924 1½d red-brown printed on experimental paper with Watermark Crown/GR (12½ mm 

horizontal spacing) SG 420g and 1/2d, 1d & 1½d with inverted watermark and ½d, 1d, 1½d & 1926 

2d SG 421b with sideways watermark, all lightly cancelled and fine (21) CV £305. 130 

224 1924-1936 Watermark Block Cypher ½d to 1/- KGV SG 439-449 (11) complete plus extra shades, the 

½d, 1d & 1½d with inverted watermark and sideways watermark, noted the 1935 2d with sideways 

watermark SG 442b, all lightly cancelled and in very good to fine used condition, with the 1935 1d 

with error inverted and sideways watermark SG 440cWi well-centred with a light machine 

cancellation (21) CV £265. 150 

225 1929 Watermark Block Cypher UPU Congress ½d to 2½d with the three lower values also in inverted 

watermark and sideways watermark, all very good to fine used (12) CV £240. 130 

226 ----- 1½d with error ‘1829’ for ‘1929’ SG Spec NCom7c fine used. 130 

227 1924-1925 Empire Exhibition 1d & 1½d dated ‘1924’ (2) and ‘1925’ (2) SG 430-433 well-centred and 

lightly cancelled, 1934 Watermark Crown/GR re-engraved 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- KGV Seahorse design SG 

450-452 well-centred and lightly cancelled and the 1936-1951 KGVI definitives and commemoratives 

complete, noted the 1936 definitives with inverted watermark, 1937-1947, 1941-1942 and 1950-1951 

definitives with inverted and sideways watermark, 1939-1948 Watermark Crown/GVIR 2/6d to £1 

KGVI set (6) SG 476-478c, 1940 Stamp Centenary set and 1949 £1 Royal Silver Wedding, all lightly 

cancelled and fine condition (96) CV £500. 200 

228 August 1913 Watermark Single Cypher 10/- indigo-blue KGV Seahorses design from the Waterlow & 

Layton printing SG 402, right marginal copy, very well centred and mint unhinged with very minor 

toning on the gummed side CV £1,000. 600 

229 1929 Watermark Crown/GR £1 black U.P.U. Congress SG 438 centred to base, fine mint lightly hinged 

CV £750. 500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 226 Lot 228 

 Lot 229 

 

230 1952-1954 Watermark Tudor Crown QE definitives set ½d to 1/6d complete SG 515-531, including 

inverted (5) and sideways (3) watermark varieties, mint unhinged (25) CV £155. 150 

231 1955 Watermark St. Edwards Crown Castles set from the Waterlow printing SG 536-539 well-centred, 

mint unhinged and fine (4) CV £250. 200 

232 1958 Watermark St. Edwards Crown Castles set from the De La Rue printing SG 536a-539a well-

centred, mint unhinged and fine (4) CV £600. 500 

233 1955-1958 Watermark St. Edwards Crown QE definitives set complete SG 540-556, with an extra 6d 

deep claret and the inverted (7) and sideways (5) watermark varieties, mint unhinged and fine (31) CV 

£215. 150 

234 1959 Watermark Multiple Crowns Castles set from the De La Rue printing SG 595-598 and 1963 

Bradbury Wilkinson printing SG 595a-598a, plus the 1968 2/6d on chalk-surfaced paper SG 595k, well-

centred, mint unhinged and fine (9) CV £210. 150 
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 Ex-Lot 230 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 231 

 ex-Lot 232 

235 1960-1967 Watermark Multiple Crowns QE definitives, the phosphor issue, complete with band 

varieties (23), sideways (8) and inverted (10) watermark varieties, noted the 1960 2½d error inverted 

wmk Type 2 with 2-bands SG 614Wia and 1-band SG 614aaWi, 1961 2½d Type 1 SG 614b and 1967 

3d inverted wmk variety with band at left SG 615aWia, mint unhinged and in fine condition and a 

comprehensive assembly (41) CV £430-plus. 350 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 233 ex-Lot 234 ex-Lot 235 

236 1953-2004 balance of the Ron Flowers British collection in four Lighthouse hingeless albums 

comprising complete sets and miniature sheets, including a comprehensive assembly of the Machin 

Queen Elizabeth designs, 1967-2002 commemoratives and 1958-2002 regional issues from Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland, the only significant absentees being the first two ‘Castles’ issues, mint 

unhinged and fine. 1,000 

237 Postage Dues 1914-1952 almost complete, the 1914-1923 with listed shades, missing three low values 

of the 1936-1937 set, SG D1-D39 in very good to fine used condition (40) CV £180. 120 

238 Army Official Use Issues 1896 ½d to 6d QV (four x 1d) and 1902 ½d to 6d KEVII overprinted ‘ARMY 

/ OFFICIAL’ SG O41-O45 and O48-O50 all very good to fine used (11) CV £225. 100 

239 Admiralty Official Use Issues 1903 ½d, 1d, 2½d & 3d KEVII overprinted ‘ADMIRALTY / 

OFFICIAL’ SG O101-O102 & O105-O106, very good to fine used although the 3d with a couple of 

blunt perforations at base (4) CV £290. 120 

240 Board of Education Official Use Issues 1902 5d dull purple & blue Die 2 QV overprinted ‘BOARD / 

OF / EDUCTION’ and 1902 1d scarlet KEVII SG O81 & O84 in very good used condition (2) CV 

£1,540. 450 

241 Government Parcels Service Official Use Issues 1883 9d dull green and 1886 6d dull green QV 

overprinted ‘GOVT / PARCELS’ SG O62-O63 both in very sound condition but heavily cancelled (2) 

CV £2,600. 600 

242 ----- 1887-1890 ½d to 1/- QV and 1891-1900 ½d to 1/- QV overprinted ‘GOVT / PARCELS’ SG O65-

O68 & O69-O72 well-centred and in sound condition although most heavily cancelled (8) CV £1,130. 350 

243 ----- 1902 1d to 1/- KEVII overprinted ‘GOVT / PARCELS’ SG O74-O78 very sound copies but the 9d 

is heavily cancelled (5) CV £620. 250 

244 Inland Revenue Department Official Use Issues 1882 ½d pale green & deep green, 1d Die 2 (3) & 

6d QV overprinted ‘I.R. / OFFICIAL’ SG O01-O04, noted one of the 1d values with blue-black 

overprint and lightly cancelled SG O03a, and the 1885 ½d SG O05, all in very sound used condition 

(7) CV £410. 150 
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245 ----- 1888-1892 ½d to 1/- and 1901 ½d & 6d purple & rose-red QV, and the 1902 ½d & 1d KEVII 

overprinted ‘I.R. / OFFICIAL’ SG O13-O15, O17-O18 & O20-O21, all very good to fine used (7) CV 

£590. 200 

246 Office of Works Official Use Issues 1896 Die 2 1d lilac (2) QV, one with variety large stop after ‘O’, 

1902 ½d blue-green QV and 1902 ½d blue-green KEVII overprinted ‘O.W. / OFFICIAL’ SG O32, O33 

& O36, in very good to fine used condition (4) CV £705. 250 

247 ----- May 1902 10d dull purple & carmine POSTAGE / & REVENUE QV overprinted ‘O.W. / 

OFFICIAL’ SG O35, well-centred and without faults, heavily cancelled with a December 1902 town 

datestamp CV £2,250. 700 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 240 Lot 241 Lot 247 

 

BRITISH POST OFFICES ABROAD 

248 Morocco Agencies 1903-1905 Watermark Crown/CA KEVII definitives of Gibraltar with values in 

Spanish currency 5c to 2p set complete overprinted ‘MOROCCO AGENCIES’ and ‘SPECIMEN’ SG 

17-23 mint hinged and fine (7) CV £225. 160 

249 Tangier 1949 2d to 10/- KGVI overprinted ‘TANGIER’ set complete SG 261-275 lightly cancelled 

very fine used (15) CV £325. 200 

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 

250 1963-1969 Pictorial set complete including both issues of the £1 value SG 1-15a fine mint unhinged 

(16) CV £250. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 248 

 ex-Lot 249 ex-Lot 250 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA 

251 East Africa and Uganda 1918 Watermark Multiple Crown/CA 20 rupees purple & blue on blue paper 

KGV SG 60, upper right corner single with plate ‘1’ and the sheet number on the selvedge, fine mint 

unhinged CV £550. 400 

BRITISH GUIANA 

252 1852 lithographed printing by Waterlow 1c black on magenta paper and 4c black on deep blue paper 

SG 9-10, used in mixed condition with faults as normally always found, with the perforated reprint pairs 

of both values (2) CV £17,500. 2,000 

CANADA 

253 Newfoundland 1923-1924 Pictorials 1c to 24c complete SG 149-162 fine mint hinged (14) CV £180. 150 

254 1932 $1.50 surcharge on $1 deep blue Air Mail SG 221 franking a cover addressed to Spain cancelled 

fine and complete machine postmark 19 May 1932 (day of the flight) with fine arrival SEVILLA 

datestamp 28 May 1932 on the reverse side, unopened with light age toning but fine £250.  Photograph 

on page 72. 200 

255 Nova Scotia 1853 1d red-brown QV Chalon imperforate printed on bluish paper SG 1, unused three 

clear margins, slightly cut into at left, otherwise without faults, very good appearance CV £3,000. 450 
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 Lot 252 ex-Lot 253 

 

 Lot 251 

CAYMAN ISLANDS 

256 1938 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d green KGVI with error ‘A’ of ‘CA’ missing from the 

watermark SG 116ab mint very lightly hinged CV £1,700. 1,200 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 255 

 Lot 256 

CYPRUS 

British Administration 

257 1880 1d red QV overprinted large ‘CYPRUS’ SG 2 printed from plate 216, a right marginal block (30) 

with large part printer’s inscription on the selvedge, mint hinged on only two of the upper units, affected 

by dark age discolouration on the gummed side (30) CV £690.  Photograph on the back cover. 250 

258 1880 De La Rue overprints large ‘CYPRUS’ on [Britain] 6d grey centred to top and 1/- green QV 

centred to base SG 5-6 mint hinged with toning on the gummed side of the 1/-, but both with fine frontal 

appearance and rare (2) CV £1,350). 400 

259 1881 Watermark Crown CC Die 1 QV definitives ½ pi to 4 pi (ex the 6 piastre) SG 11-14 well-centred 

and mint hinged with some toning on the gummed side but fine frontal appearance and rare (4) CV 

£1,955. 600 

260 1882-1886 Watermark Crown CA Die 1 QV definitives 30 pa to 12 pi (ex the ½ piastre) SG 17-22 mint 

with hinge remnants and some toning to the gummed sides, noted the 4 pi only lightly hinged and fine 

(5) CV £900. 500 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 258 ex-Lot 259 ex-Lot 260 

261 June 1886 Watermark Crown CA surcharge (with fractions 8 mm apart) ‘½’ (twice) on ½ piastre 

emerald-green SG 29 centred to left, mint hinged and rare CV £550. 350 

262 1892-1894 Watermark Crown CA Die 2 QV definitives set ½ pi to 12 pi complete SG 31-37 mint lightly 

hinged and generally in very good condition (7) CV £450. 250 

263 1894-1896 Watermark Crown CA Die 2 QV definitives set ½ pi to 45 pi in new colours and values 

complete SG 40-49 mint mostly hinged but noted the top value 45 piastres is unhinged and fine (10) 

CV £250. 180 
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264 1902-1904 Watermark Crown CA KEVII definitives set ½ pi to 45 pi complete SG 50-59 well centred, 

mint hinged and generally very good, noted the top value 45 piastres SG 59 is left marginal with 

selvedge and mint unhinged (10) CV £600. 350 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 261 ex-Lot 262 ex-Lot 263 ex-Lot 264 

265 1904-1910 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KEVII definitives set 5 pa to 45 pa SG 60-71 mint mostly 

hinged including the two top values, in excellent condition (12) CV £350. 180 

266 1912-1915 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KGV definitives set 10 pa to 45 pi complete SG 74-84 well-

centred, mint lightly hinged and fine (11) CV £275. 180 

267 1921-1923 Watermark Multiple Script CA KGV set 10 pa to 45 pi complete SG 85-99 well-centred, 

mint mostly unhinged including the two top values and fine (15) CV £550. 300 

268 1923 Watermark Multiple Crown CA 10/- green & red on pale yellow paper KGV SG 100 well-centred, 

mint hinged and in fine condition CV £400. 200 

269 ----- £1 purple & black on red paper KGV SG 101 well-centred, mint lightly hinged, in fine condition 

and rare CV £1,400. 1,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 265 ex-Lot 266 ex-Lot 267 Lot 268 Lot 269 

270 1924 Watermark Multiple Crown CA £1 purple & black on red chalk-surfaced paper KGV SG 102, 

lower left corner single with selvedge, well-centred and very fine mint unhinged CV £300. 300 

271 ----- another well-centred, mint lightly hinged and fine CV £300. 200 

272 1924 Watermark Multiple Script CA KGV set ¼pi to 90 pi (ex £5) SG 103-117 well-centred and mint 

mostly hinged (noted the 90 piastres is unhinged), and Crown Colony 1925 Watermark Multiple Script 

CA KEVII set ½pi to 2½pi complete SG 118-122, well-centred, mint lightly hinged (a few unhinged) 

and fine (21) CV £250. 180 

273 1928 Watermark Multiple Script CA £5 black on yellow paper KGV SG 117a, very lightly hinged, in 

fine condition, a key and rare British Commonwealth stamp CV £3,750.  Photograph on the front 

cover. 2,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 271 ex-Lot 272 

 

 Lot 270 

Crown Colony 

274 1928 Watermark Multiple Script CA 50th Anniversary of British Rule set ¾ pi to £1 complete SG 123-

132, mint mostly hinged (10) CV £300. 200 
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275 1934 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorial set ¼ pi to 45 pi complete SG 133-143 fine mint hinged 

and unhinged (11) CV £200. 150 

276 1938-1951 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorial set ¼ pi to £1 complete SG 151-163 with the 2 

piastre value in both perforations, most mint unhinged (including the top eight values) and fine but noted 

the £1 has one pulled perforation (20) CV £250. 180 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 274 ex-Lot 275 ex-Lot 276 

277 1944 Watermark Multiple Script CA 1 piastre orange Roman Theatre perforation 13½ x 12½ SG 154a 

mint unhinged and fine CV £550. 400 

DOMINICA 

278 1903 Watermark Crown CC ½d to 2/6d Roseau definitives and 5/- KEVII set complete printed on 

ordinary paper overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ SG 27-36, the 5/- with minor toning, mint hinged most very 

lightly and fine (10) CV £180. 120 

279 1916-1920 War Tax surcharges on 1908-1909 ½d, 1½d & 3d Roseau definitives overprinted 

‘SPECIMEN’ set complete SG 55-60 mint lightly hinged and fine (6) CV £200. 120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 277 ex-Lot 278 ex-Lot 279 

FALKLAND ISLANDS 

280 Crown Colony [undated] 1869 boxed frank in black on white paper and 1876 [undated] frank in red, 

both on piece, SG FR1-FR2 (2) CV £300. 200 

  The first recorded use of FR1 is on 4 January 

1869.  Use of the franks ceased when the first 

postage stamps were issued in 1878. 

 

 

 

 

 

281 1878-1879 No Watermark 1d, 4d, 6d and 1/- QV SG 1-4 mint with hinge remnants and light ageing, the 

4d is fine and the 1/- has a few short perforations (4) CV £2,355. 800 
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282 1882 Watermark Crown CA (upright) 1d dull claret and 4d grey-black (imperforate at top) QV SG 5-6 

and 1889 Watermark Crown CA (upright) 1d red-brown and 4d olive grey-black QV SG 11-12, mint 

hinged with some ageing on the gummed sides but fresh frontal appearance (4) CV £1,725. 800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

283 1885-1887 Watermark Crown CA QV set 1d pale claret, 1d brownish-claret, 4d pale grey-black and 4d 

grey-black complete SG 7-10 mint hinged (ex one 4d which is unused without gum) with slight ageing 

on the gummed side of the other three but fresh frontal appearance (4) CV £1,515. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

284 1891 Watermark Crown CA QV bisect handstamped ½d on [half] 1887 1d brownish claret and ½d on 

[half] 1889 1d red-brown SG 13-14 mint hinged (2) CV £1,350. 600 

285 1891-1902 Watermark Crown CA QV definitives set ½d to 1/- SG 15-38 and 1898 2/6d and 5/- SG 41-

42, with all the catalogued colour shades ½d (6), 1d (9), 2d (2), 2½d (6), 6d (2), 9d (2) and 1/- (2) 

(missing only the 4d brownish black SG 31), mint mostly hinged (four unhinged) and condition varies 

from good to fine, the 5/- very well-centred, lightly hinged and fine, a difficult set to acquire with all 

the colour variations (32) CV £3,000-plus. 1,500 

286 1904-1912 Multiple Crown CA KEVII definitives set ½d to 5/- complete SG 43-50 plus duplicated 

extra colour shades, lightly to heavily hinged with some ageing and condition from good to fine, noted 

the 5/- is very fine (17) CV £1,300-plus. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 284 

  ex-Lot 285 ex-Lot 286 

 

287 1912-1920 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KGV definitives set ½d to £1 complete SG 60-69 with 

additional shades and perforation varieties (ex the 1918 1d vermilion SG 61b), mint hinged with 

condition varying from good with some toning to fine, centring varies, but noted the 5/- maroon is very 

lightly hinged, the 5/- reddish maroon has a gum bend and the 10/- and £1 are well-centred and very 

lightly hinged, a difficult set to acquire complete (29) CV £2,650-plus. 700 

288 ----- 1914 10/- red on green paper KGV SG 68 centred to top but superb colour and fine mint lightly 

hinged CV £190. 150 

289 1928 Watermark Multiple Script CA provisional 2½d surcharge on 1927 2d purple-brown KGV SG 

115, mint hinged and toned gum, fine appearance and rare CV £1,300.  Photograph on back cover. 600 

 The provisional was produced on South Georgia Island during a shortage of the 2½d value, and was 

withdrawn on 22 February 1928. 
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 ex-Lot 287 Lot 288 

290 1929-1937 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d to 10/- KGV (Whales & Penguins design) set complete 

SG 116-125, with additional colour shade and line perforation varieties of the 2d, 4d, 6d and 1/-, and 

Watermark Multiple Crown CA £1 black on red paper SG 126, mint hinged and generally good with 

some hinge remnants (15) CV £900. 600 

291 1929 Watermark Multiple Crown CA £1 black on red paper KGV SG 126 mint, centred to right with a 

tiny paper adhesion on the gum due to storage but fine appearance CV £325. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ex-Lot 290 Lot 291 

292 1933 Watermark Multiple Script CA Centenary of British Administration set ½d to £1 complete SG 

127-138, mint in generally very good to fine condition, the £1 being unhinged (12) CV £4,250.  

Photograph on the front cover. 2,500 

 Only 2,711 sets were issued and this generally is regarded as the key pictorial set of the British 

Commonwealth. 

293 ----- 5/- black & yellow King Penguin SG 136, well-centred and cancelled fine and complete FOX BAY 

/ FALKLAND ISLANDS datestamp 5 November 1933, a superb example CV £1,500.  Photograph on 

the back cover. 1,000 

294 ----- 5/- black & yellow-orange King Penguin SG 136a, mint lightly hinged and rare and popular also 

among thematic collectors CV £3,250.  Photograph on the back cover. 2,000 

295 1938-1950 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorial set ½d to £1 (the 5/- is the 1949 dull blue & yellow-

brown SG 161c) complete SG 146-163, with additional colour shades of the lower values (23), mint the 

majority unhinged including the 10/- and £1, in generally fine condition (41) CV £550-plus. 400 

296 1938 Watermark Multiple Script CA 5/- indigo and pale yellow-brown Sea Lion SG 161b well-centred, 

mint hinged and rare, and 1950 5/- steel blue and buff-brown printed on thin paper SG 161d centred to 

base and mint unhinged (2) CV £1,525. 750 

297 1952 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorial set ½d to £1 complete SG 172-185 well-centred, mint 

unhinged and fine, 1946 Victory set, 1948 Silver Wedding set and 1949 UPU set mint unhinged and 

fine SG164-171 (22) CV £285. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ex-Lot 295 ex-Lot 296 ex-Lot 297 

298 1955-1957 QE (substituted design) definitives set ½d to 1/- complete SG 187-192, 1960-1966 Waterlow 

QE definitives set ½d to £1 complete SG 193-207 plus the 1962-1966 De La Rue printings (4) including 

the 2/- SG 204a, then complete to end-1970 including the Flowers set ½d to £1 SG 208-262, all mint 

unhinged and fine (82) CV £500-plus. 350 
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FALKLANDS ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES 

299 Graham Land, South Georgia Island, South Orkney Islands and South Shetlands Islands 1944-1945 

KGVI sets SG A-D 1-8 plus Dependencies 1946-1953 sets complete SG G1-G25, 1954-1962 Pictorials 

set complete SG G26-G40 and South Georgia 1963-1969 Pictorials set to the £1 value complete SG 1-

16, all mint unhinged (88) CV £650-plus. 400 

GAMBIA 

300 1902-1905 Watermark Crown CA ½ d to 3/- KEVII set complete SG 45-56 mint lightly hinged and fine 

(12) CV £250. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 298 ex-Lot 299 ex-Lot 300 

301 1938-1946 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d to 10/- KGVI Elephant design set (16) complete SG 150-

161, mint lightly hinged and fine, plus another 10/- cancelled-to-order (17) CV £180. 120 

GIBRALTAR 

302 1886 De La Rue overprinted ‘GIBRALTAR’ on contemporary [Bermuda] QV ½d to 1/- SG 1-7 

including the 2½d overprinted in blue-black SG 4a, mint hinged and generally in good condition (8) CV 

£1,700. 700 

303 1886 Watermark Crown CA QV definitives set ½d to 1/- complete SG 8-14 mint hinged and fine (7) 

CV £600. 400 

304 1889 surcharges on 1887 QV definitives set overprinted 5c to 75c complete SG 15-21 mint hinged and 

fine (7) CV £200. 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 301 ex-Lot 302 ex-Lot 303 ex-Lot 304 

305 1903 Watermark Crown CA KEVII definitives set ½d to £1 complete SG 46-55 mint hinged and in 

good condition (10) CV £1,200 700 

306 1904-1908 Multiple Crown CA KEVII set ½d to £1 complete SG 56-64 mint hinged in excellent 

condition, the £1 value fine (9) CV £1,100. 800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 305 ex-Lot 306 

307 1906 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KEVII set ½d to 8/- (with change of colours) complete SG 66-74 

mint hinged (9) CV £650. 350 
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308 1912-1924 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KGV definitives set ½d to £1 complete SG 76-85, plus all 

the listed colour shades of the ½d, 1d, 2½d and 1/- values, mint hinged and in very good to fine condition 

(17) CV £450-plus. 300 

 

 ex-Lot 307 ex-Lot 308 

309 1921-1927 Watermark Multiple Script CA KGV set ½d to 8/- complete SG 89-101, with the additional 

four catalogued colour shades, mint hinged (15) CV £400-plus. 250 

310 1925-1932 Multiple Script CA KGV definitives (in new values and colours) 1/- to £1 red-orange & 

black SG 102-107 plus the 1932 1/- olive & black SG 102a, mint hinged (7) CV £290. 200 

311 ----- 1925 £5 violet and black KGV SG 108 very well-centred, mint hinged and in excellent condition 

and rare CV £1,600.  Photograph on the back cover. 900 

312 1938-1951 Multiple Script CA KGVI Pictorials set ½d to £1 complete SG 121-131, plus most of the 

catalogued shade and perforation varieties, noted the 1½d carmine in perforation 13½ SG 123a, the 3d 

in perforation 14 SG 125a and the 6d in perforation 14 SG 126a, most mint hinged a few with some 

toning but generally in excellent condition, noted the £1 mint very lightly hinged and fine, and a rare 

opportunity to acquire the set with most of the colour shade and perforation varieties (36) CV 

£1,050-plus. 550 

313 1953 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorials set ½d to £1 complete SG 145-158 mint mostly unhinged 

including the top values and in fine condition (14) CV £180. 120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 312 

 

 ex-Lot 309 ex-Lot 310 ex-Lot 313 

 

HONG KONG 

314 Crown Colony 1862 No Watermark perforation 14 QV 2c to 96c (ex-48c) SG 1-5 & 7 mint hinged, the 

2c with minor toning on the gummed side, the 12c unused no gum, the 18c left marginal and fine, the 

24c missing a couple of perforations but otherwise fine and the 96c centred to base and clipped at the 

lower left corner, but a rare set (6) CV £8,300. 900 
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315 1863-1871 Wmk Crown CC perforation 14 QV definitives 2c to 96c SG 8-19 complete mint hinged 

(the 18c and 96c olive-bistre are unused) plus the 4c bluish slate SG 9e used and 24c pale green SG 14a 

mint hinged, the overall condition varies but generally near fine and rare (14) CV £9,800-plus. 1,500 

316 1877-1880 surcharges on QV definitives, 28c italics type left marginal copy with selvedge SG 21 unused 

without gum and 1880 5c on the 8c and 18c values and 10c on the 12c and 24c values (ex 10c on 16c 

value) SG 23-25 and 27, mint hinged in excellent condition (5) CV £6,150. 1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 315 Lot 316 

317 1877-1880 Watermark Crown CC 16c yellow QV SG 22 mint hinged and 1880 2c to 48c QV set (with 

colour changes and new values) complete SG 28-31 mint hinged, in excellent condition and very 

scarce (5) CV £5,475. 1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

318 1891 locally applied surcharges 7c on 1884 10c green QV and 14c on 1871 30c mauve SG 43-44 mint 

hinged, the 14c with minor toning on the gummed side (2) CV £295. 200 

319 March 1891 De La Rue surcharges, 20c on 30c yellowish green, 50c on 48c dull purple and $1 on 96c 

purple on red paper, additionally locally handstamped in Chinese characters, SG 48-50 mint hinged and 

of fine appearance (CV £585). 500 

320 1891 2c carmine overprinted ‘S.O.’ (Stamp Office) and ‘S.D.’ (Stamp Duty) respectively SG S1-S2 

mint hinged, fine fresh appearance and rare (2) CV £1,650. 700 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 318 Lot 319 Lot 320 

321 1898 surcharge 10c on 1891 QV 30c grey-green SG 54 mint hinged, and another additionally 

handstamped with Chinese characters SG 55 mint very lightly hinged (2) CV £675. 450 

322 1903 Watermark Crown CA KEVII definitives 1c to $10 SG 62-76 (but missing the 1c and 8c values) 

mint hinged and fresh appearance (13) CV £3,000. 1,500 

323 1912-1921 Watermark Crown CA KGV definitives set 12c to $10 complete SG 100-116, the 1c to 10c 

printed on ordinary paper and the 12c to $10 on chalk-surfaced paper, the 4c is the 1914 issue in scarlet, 

the 6c is presented in both shades, the 12c on both yellow and white papers, the 25c in both types A & 

B (redrawn), the 50c (4) with shades and on both emerald and olive papers and the $5 on both green 

and white papers, all hinged mint and of fine appearance (24) CV £4,345. 2,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 321 ex-Lot 322 ex-Lot 323 
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324 1921-1937 Watermark Script CA KGV definitives set 1c to $5 complete (plus 1932 4c carmine-red) SG 

117-132 mint mostly hinged but noted the $3 and $5 values unhinged, of fine appearance (19) CV 

£1,000. 700 

325 1973 Watermark St. Edwards Crown (sideways) QE definitives set to $20 complete SG 283-296 mint 

unhinged (15) CV £100. 120 

326 1975 Multiple Crown CA QE definitives set to $20 (ex 10c coil) otherwise complete SG 311-324e mint 

unhinged (18) CV £95. 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 324 

 ex-Lot 325 ex-Lot 326 

327 1985 No Watermark QE definitives with fluorescence security markings set to $50 complete SG 471-

487 mint unhinged (16) CV £100. 100 

328 1935-1997 balance of the Ron Flowers Hong Kong collection complete (ex 1948 Silver Wedding and 

1954-1962 QE Wilding portraits) in two Lighthouse hingeless albums comprising sets and miniature 

sheets, mint mostly hinged to 1962 and thereafter unhinged. 500 

329 Postcard Use 1879 Watermark Crown CC QV surcharges for use on postcards, the 3c on 1877 16c 

yellow SG P1 mint hinged but with a pin hole and the 5c on 1866 18c lilac SG P2 mint hinged, both 

fine appearance (2) CV £725. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 329 

 ex-Lot 328 

330 Postal Fiscals 1874 Watermark Crown CC perforation 15½ x 15 $2 and $3 SG F1 & F2 mint very 

lightly hinged, fine appearance and rare (2) CV £825. 500 

331 ----- $10 SG F3 mint hinged, fine appearance and rare, Brandon certificate CV £8,500.  Photograph 

on the front cover. 3,500 

332 ----- Watermark Crown CC perforation 14 1897 $2 dull bluish green mint hinged with minor toning on 

the gummed side and 1902 $3 dull mauve unused without gum, SG F4-F5, both of fine appearance (2) 

CV £1,150. 450 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 330 Lot 332 

333 ----- 1880 12 cents surcharge on 1874 Watermark Crown CC $10 rose-carmine SG F7, mint hinged and 

fine appearance CV £950. 550 
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334 ----- 1890 Watermark Crown CA 2c dull purple SG F8 mint hinged and fine appearance CV £200. 150 

335 ----- 1938 Watermark Script CA 5c green SG F12 mint unhinged with minor toning on the gummed 

side, very fresh appearance CV £100. 100 

336 Postage Dues 1923 Watermark Multiple Script CA set 1c to 10c complete SG D1-D5 and 1938 

Watermark Multiple Script CA sideways set 2c to 50c complete SG D6-D12, mint unhinged (12) CV 

£225. 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 334 Lot 335 ex-Lot 336 

 Lot 333 

 

HONG KONG / BRITISH POST OFFICES IN CHINA 

337 Hong Kong 1912-1921 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KGV definitives 1c to $10 set overprinted 

‘CHINA’ for use in British post offices 1917-1921 complete SG 1-17 (no 50c paper varieties) mint 

hinged and fine (16) CV £2,700. 1,600 

338 1912-1921 Watermark Multiple Script CA KGV definitives 1c to $2 (ex-50c value) overprinted 

‘CHINA’ for use in British post offices during 1929-1937 SG 18-28 (ex-SG 26) mint hinged and fine 

(10) CV £365. 300 

 

JAMAICA 

339 1921 Watermark Multiple Crown/CA 6d red & dull green Commemoration of the Abolition of Slavery, 

prepared for use but not issued, with error watermark reversed and overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ 

(reading upwards) SG 90xs, fine mint very lightly hinged CV £1,500. 1,200 

 

LEEWARD ISLANDS 

340 1928 Watermark Multiple Crown/CA £1 purple & black on red paper SG 80, very well-centred, 

attractive bright colour and superb mint with just a trace of a hinge mark CV £225. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 337 ex-Lot 338 

 Lot 339 Lot 340 

 

MALAYA 

341 Straits Settlements 1887 32c vermilion SG 70 and 1899 5c magenta SG 100 franking a registered cover 

to the U.S.A. via Madras and Britain cancelled partial PENANG 1903 circular datestamp with 

rectangular boxed PENANG 16 May 1903 registered handstamp in black on the front and arrival New 

York datestamp 13 June 1903 on the reverse side, roughly opened at the top and minor creasing, near 

fine condition and scarce.  Photograph on the next page. 200 
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 Lot 341 

342 ----- 1906 3c KEVII printed postcard locally addressed and cancelled complete and fine [Proud] Type 

D44 double-ring part blank SINGAPORE datestamp 27 October 1906 (recorded 17 January 1905 to 12 

February 1910) in fine condition, and 1c KEVII printed postcard locally addressed and cancelled 

complete early use [Proud] Type D46 SINGAPORE datestamp 15 March 1907 (recorded 21 January 

1907 to 3 March 1910), both in fine condition (photographs size reduced). 120 

 

 

 

343 Malaya 1938 Watermark Multiple Script CA $1, $2 and $5 (vertical pair) KGVI definitives SG 290-

292 and Straits Settlements Watermark Multiple Script CA $25 purple & blue on blue paper 

REVENUE/REVENUE postal fiscal SG F1 (Bft 58), used together on a part indenture dated 10 June 

1941 and cancelled three fine strikes of the embossed PENANG STAMP OFFICE in red, in fine 

condition and scarce CV £677.  Photograph size reduced. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

344 1945 Watermark Multiple Script CA KGVI 1c black with B.M.A. overprint in magenta SG 1ab, well-

centred fine used with a normal mint copy for comparison CV £,1500. 1,000 
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MALTA 

345 1861 No Watermark ½d brown-orange QV printed on thin white paper perforation 14 SG 2 very well-

centred with sharp perforations, mint hinged and fine CV £1,300. 1,000 

346 1863 No Watermark ½d buff QV printed on thin white paper perforation 14 SG 3 mint lightly hinged, 

and ½d pale buff QV SG 3a mint hinged and fine (2) CV £1,800. 1,500 

347 1867 Watermark Crown CC ½d orange-brown QV perforation 14 SG 6 mint hinged fine CV £425. 350 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 344 Lot 345 Lot 346 Lot 347 

348 1870 Watermark Crown CC ½d dull orange QV perforation 14 SG 7 mint hinged and fine CV £300. 250 

349 1872 Watermark Crown CC perforation 14 ½d orange-buff QV SG 8 and 1875 ½d yellow-buff QV SG 

10, mint hinged slightly toned on the gummed sides (2) CV £275. 220 

350 1877 Watermark Crown CC ½d pale buff QV in perforation 14 SG 11 centred to right and mint lightly 

hinged CV £190. 180 

351 ----- another centred to base and mint hinged CV £190. 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 348 Lot 349 Lot 350 Lot 351 

352 1878 Watermark Crown CC ½d yellow-buff QV in perforation 14 x 12½ SG 16 with ‘fluffy’ 

perforations mint hinged, 1882 Watermark Crown/CA ½d orange-yellow QV SG 18 mint lightly hinged 

and ½d red-orange QV SG 19 mint hinged, all well-centred and fine appearance (3) CV £260. 240 

353 1880 Watermark Crown CC ½d bright orange-yellow QV in perforation 14 SG 12 well-centred, mint 

lightly hinged and fine CV £275. 250 

354 1885-1890 Watermark Crown CA QV definitives set complete SG 20-29 and 1886 Watermark Crown 

CC 5/- rose QV SG 30, mint hinged (heavily on a few lower values) but the 5/- is lightly hinged and 

fine (11) CV £290. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ex-Lot 352 Lot 353 

 ex-Lot 354 

355 1904-1914 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KEVII Pictorial set ½d to 5/- complete SG 45-63 with the 

three additional catalogued colour shades, mint hinged (20) CV £325. 200 

356 1914-1921 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KGV set complete SG 69-88, with all additional colour 

shade varieties, mint hinged, variable condition, the 5/- lightly hinged and fine (27) CV £550-plus. 250 

357 1921-1922 Watermark Multiple Script CA KGV set ¼d to £1 complete SG 97-104 mint lightly hinged 

and generally fine (8) CV £450. 300 
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 ex-Lot 355 

 ex-Lot 356 ex-Lot 357 

358 1922 ‘SELF-GOVERNMENT’ overprint on the 1899 Watermark Crown CC 10/- blue-black St. Paul 

Shipwreck SG 105 mint very lightly hinged CV £250. 200 

359 ----- on the 1914-1921 Watermark Multiple Crown CA ½d to 5/- KGV definitives set complete SG 106-

113, mint hinged and in generally very good condition (8) CV £350 250 

360 ----- on the scarce 2/- purple & blue on blue paper KGV definitive in red SG 111 very well-centred, 

bright colour and fine mint unhinged CV £250. 200 

361 ----- on the 1921-1922 Watermark Multiple Script CA ¼d to 10/- KGV definitives set complete SG 

114-121 plus the 1922 ‘One Farthing’ overprint on the 2d SG 122, mint lightly hinged and in generally 

very good condition (9) CV £200. 160 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 358 ex-Lot 359 Lot 360 ex-Lot 361 

362 1922 Watermark Multiple Script CA typographed Melita portrait (the Roman name for Malta) set ¼d 

to 10/- complete SG 123-138 with the extra colour shades, mint mostly hinged but some unhinged, with 

the recess-printed 1922 £1 black & carmine-red (sideways watermark) SG 139 centred to left and mint 

unhinged and 1925 £1 black & bright carmine (upright watermark) SG 140 mint unhinged, generally 

good to fine condition (18) CV £400-plus. 300 

363 1925 Watermark Multiple Script CA upright typographed Melita portrait £1 black & bright carmine SG 

140 lower marginal single with selvedge, centred to upper right and toned, mint unhinged CV £110. 120 

364 1928 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorials overprinted ‘POSTAGE AND REVENUE’ ¼d to 10/- 

set complete SG 174-192 mint hinged and in excellent condition (19) CV £200. 150 

365 1930 Watermark Multiple Script CA Pictorials inscribed ‘POSTAGE [&] REVENUE’ set ¼d to 10/- 

complete SG 193-209, mint mostly lightly hinged but noted 2/-, 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- unhinged, in excellent 

condition (17) CV £225. 180 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 362 ex-Lot 364 ex-Lot 365 

 Lot 363 
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MONTSERRAT 

366 1916-1922 Watermark Multiple Crown CA ½d to 5/- KGV set overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ complete SG 

49-59 mint lightly hinged and fine (11) £250. 150 

367 1922-1923 Watermark Multiple Script CA ¼d to 5/- KGV overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (ex-1929 1d 

carmine, 1½d red-brown and 1923 4d) SG 63-83 mint lightly hinged and fine (18) CV £375. 200 

NAURU 

368 British Mandate 1916 De La Rue printing ‘NAURU’ overprinted on 1915 Britain 10/- pale blue and 

10/- deep bright blue KGV Seahorses SG 23 & 23d mint hinged with slight toning on the gummed sides 

(2) CV £750. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 366 ex-Lot 367 

 Lot 368 

369 Australian Mandate 1924-1934 ‘Century’ set on rough-surfaced greyish paper complete mint mostly 

hinged, and 1937-1948 ‘Century’ set on shiny surfaced white paper mint mostly unhinged including the 

5/-, SG 26A-39A and 26B-39B, several off-centre but mostly fine to very fine (29) CV £445. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW ZEALAND 

370 1873 Watermark NZ Newspaper Postage rate ½d pale dull rose perforation 10 x 12½ SG 145a, 1875 

Watermark Large Star ½d pale dull rose perforation 12 SG 150 and 1892 Watermark NZ and Star ½d 

bright rose perforation 12½ SG 151, mint hinged and very sound copies of fresh appearance (3) CV 

£465. 200 

371 1873-1878 QV definitives, 1d lilac perforation 10 x 12½ SG 159, 2d rose in perforation 12 x 12½ SG 

165, 3d brown perforation 12½ SG 154, 4d maroon, 6d blue and 1/- green perforation 12 x 11½ SG 

182-184, mint hinged, very sound and fresh appearance (6) CV £2,170. 1,000 

372 1882-1897 Watermark Single-lined NZ and Star 1d Die 2, 3d, 5d & 8d in perforation 12 x 11½ (SG 

195, 189, 200 & 192), the ½d, 2½d, 4d, 6d & 1/- in perforation 11 (SG 236, 239, 241a, 243 & 245) and 

Die 3 2d SG 209, with the 1890 Watermark Double-lined NZ & Star ½d and 2d perforation 11 (SG 

271-272), all mint hinged and in excellent condition (12) CV £720-plus. 450 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 370 ex-Lot 371 ex-Lot 372 

373 1898 No Watermark Pictorials set 2½d to 5/- complete SG 260-270 (the 2½d ‘WAKATIPU’), mint 

hinged (a few heavily) but fine frontal appearance and the 5/- is near fine (11) CV £700. 400 

374 1902-1907 Watermark Single NZ and Star printed on thin hard Cowan paper Pictorial set 1½d to 5/- 

perforation 14 complete SG 318-329 fine mint hinged (12) CV £750. 450 
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 ex-Lot 373 

 ex-Lot 374 

375 1906-1911 New Zealand Exhibition set ½d to 6d complete SG 370-373 mint lightly hinged with the 

usual ragged perforations (4) CV £275. 200 

376 1907-1908 Watermark Single-lined NZ and Star Pictorials in the redrawn smaller format, the 3d brown 

perforation 14 x 15 SG 383, the 6d carmine-pink perforation 14 SG 376 and the 1/- orange-red 

perforation 14 x 13 SG 381, mint unhinged and fine appearance (3) CV £240. 200 

377 1909-1913 Watermark Single-Line NZ and Star KGV definitives set ½d to 1/- perforation 14 x 14½ 

complete SG 387-394 with both colour shades of each of the 2d, 4d, 5d and 6d, and the 1d SG 405, mint 

mostly lightly hinged (13) CV £255-plus. 220 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 375 ex-Lot 376 ex-Lot 377 

378 1909-1911 Watermark NZ and Star KEVII definitives 3d to 1/- perforation line-14 complete SG 395-

399, plus the 1911 5d red-brown SG 397a, 1915-1916 KEVII definitives perforation 14 x 13½ SG 401-

404, 8d deep bright blue SG 404b and the watermark sideways 8d indigo-blue perforation line-14 SG 

400, mint mostly lightly hinged and in excellent condition (12) CV £535-plus. 450 

379 1915-1930 Watermark NZ and Star KGV definitives set 1½d to 1/- perforation 14 x 13½ (ex the 1922 

8d red-brown) with an extra 1930 5d ultramarine SG 416-430, and the 1916 1½d to 6d reprints on thin 

paper SG 431-434, all mint hinged (20) CV £140-plus. 120 

380 1915-1930 Watermark NZ and Star KGV definitives set 1½d to 1/- perforation 14 x 14½ complete (the 

8d red-brown being the 1922 perforation 14 x 13½), with an extra 5d ultramarine and 1/- pale orange-

red, SG 416a-430c, mint hinged and in excellent condition (17) CV £180-plus. 120 

381 1935-1936 Watermark NZ and Star Pictorial set ½d to 3/- in perforation 14 x 13½ complete SG 556-

569, plus the 1d Die 2 SG 557c, the 1d, 2½d 5d, 2/-& 3/- re-issues in perforation 13½ x 14 and the 1936 

9d in perforation 14 x 15 SG 587, mint and some unhinged (22) CV £420-plus. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 378 ex-Lot 379 ex-Lot 380 ex-Lot 381 

382 1953-1959 Watermark Multiple NZ and Star QE definitives set ½d to 10/- complete SG 723-736 plus 

the 1958 1/- Die 2 SG 732b and the 1959 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d & 8d re-issues on white opaque paper SG 745-

751, fine mint unhinged (23) CV £285-plus. 200 

383 Express Delivery issues 1903-1939 complete SG E1-E6 mint hinged fine appearance (6) CV £460. 300 

384 Life Insurance Department issues 1891-1898 Watermark NZ and Star VR Types ½d bright purple in 

perforation 11 x 10 SG L10a, 2d brown-red in perforation 11 SG L15 and the 1d blue, 6d green and 

1/- rose in perforation 12 x 11½, SG L2, L5 & L6 (ex 3d value), plus 1902-1904 Watermark NZ and 

Star ½d and 1d in perforation 11 SG L16-17, all mint hinged and very sound copies (7) CV £1,700. 1,000 
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385 ----- 1913-1920 DLR Watermark Single NZ and Star set printed in new values and colours ½d to 6d 

complete SG L24-L31 and 1944-1947 Watermark Multiple NZ and Star set ½d to 6d complete SG L37-

L41, mint mostly unhinged (13) CV £295. 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ex-Lot 383 ex-Lot 384 

 

 ex-Lot 382 

386 Official Use 1936-1944 series overprinted ‘Official’ horizontally on values to the 1/- and vertically on 

the 2/- SG O120-O133, with all catalogued perforation varieties, noted the 1939 2/- in perforation 

13½ x 14 SG O132b, mint and mostly unhinged (30) CV £900-plus. 800 

387 ----- 1938-1951 KGVI definitives set ½d to 2/- complete overprinted ‘Official’ horizontally SG O134-

O140 and O152-O158, well-centred and mint unhinged (14) CV £215. 200 

388 ----- 1940 Centennial set ½d to 1/- complete overprinted ‘Official’ horizontally SG O141-O151 mint 

unhinged (11) CV £225. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 386 

 ex-Lot 387 ex-Lot 388 

389 1900-2001 balance of the Ron Flowers New Zealand collection in four Lighthouse hingeless albums, 

comprising full sets and miniature sheets, official and health issues and all perforation and paper 

varieties, noted the 1936 2/- & 3/- Pictorials SG 589-590 in all listed perforations, mint mostly 

unhinged into the 1940s then unhinged. 1,200 

RHODESIA 

390 British South Africa Company Waterlow printing July 1901 £5 deep blue Coat of Arms SG 92, a few 

blunt perforations, unused without gum CV (mint) £3,500.  Photograph on the back cover. 300 

ST. HELENA 

391 1922-1927 Watermark Multiple Script CA Badge of St. Helena set ½d to 15/- complete SG 97-113, the 

½d to 7/6d mint lightly hinged and the 10/- and 15/- postally used with neat datestamp in a corner (much 

scarcer thus than in mint condition), a rare set complete (15) CV £3,750. 1,000 

St. KITTS-NEVIS 

392 1923 Tercentenary set the ½d to 10/- with Watermark Multiple Script CA and the 5/- and £1 with 

Watermark Multiple Crown CA complete SG 48-60, mint lightly hinged and fine (13) CV £1,200. 800 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 391 ex-Lot 392 
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SARAWAK 

393 Crown Colony 1934 No Watermark Charles Brooke definitives set 1c to $10 complete SG 106-125 

including the six 1941 colour changes, mint unhinged and fine (26) CV £325. 300 

394 1947 Watermark Multiple Script CA Charles Brooke definitives 10c, 25c, 50c, $1, $2 and $5 punctured 

‘SPECIMEN’ SG 156 and 160-164, mint hinged, well-centred and fine (6) CV £350. 250 

SEYCHELLES 

395 1902 local surcharges on 1900 QV 30c on 75c yellow & violet, 30c on 1r bright mauve & deep red (2), 

on 1r bright mauve & deep red and 45c on 2r25 bright mauve & green (ex-2c on 4c) overprinted 

‘SPECIMEN’ SG 42-45, mint hinged and toned on the gummed side (5) CV £150. 100 

SIERRA LEONE 

396 1903 Watermark Crown CA ½d to £1 KEVII set overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ complete SG 73-85 mint 

lightly hinged and fine (13) CV £250. 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 393 ex-Lot 394 ex-Lot 395 ex-Lot 396 

397 1905 Watermark Multiple Crown/CA £1 purple on red paper KEVII SG 98 centred to left and lightly 

hinged mint CV £300. 220 

398 1932 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d to £1 KGV Scenes set complete SG 155-167 mint lightly 

hinged the £1 value with faint toning to the gummed side (13) CV £275. 150 

399 ----- punctured ‘SPECIMEN’ complete SG 155s-167s mint lightly hinged and fine (13) CV £325. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 397 

 ex-Lot 398 ex-Lot 399 

400 1933 Abolition of Slavery set ½d to £1 complete SG 168-180 mint lightly hinged (13) CV £1,100. 700 

401 1938 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d to £1 KGVI Pictorial set punctured ‘SPECIMEN’ (ex-1941 

colour changes and 1944 1/3d value) SG 188s-200s mint lightly hinged and fresh fine appearance (13) 

CV £475. 200 

402 ----- (ex-1941 colour changes but including the 1944 1/3d) mint lightly hinged with age toning to the 

gummed side of most values (14) CV £475. 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 400 ex-Lot 401 ex-Lot 402 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

403 Cape of Good Hope 1855-1863 Perkins Bacon printing Watermark Anchor 6d deep rose-lilac Hope 

Seated printed on white paper SG 7b with large margins and bold colour CV £400. 250 

404 ----- February 1861 1d vermilion ‘woodblock’ Hope Seated printed on laid paper SG 13 with clear to 

good margins, just touched at the left, rich colour, very fine used CV £3,000. 1,200 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 403 Lot 404 

405 ----- 1863-1864 De La Rue printing 1d deep carmine-red, 1d deep brown-red and 1d brownish red Hope 

Seated, the three listed shades of colour SG 18, 18b & 18c, with mainly good to large margins and 

lightly cancelled, fine used (3) CV Cat £1,050 600 

 

 

 

 

 

406 Natal 1902 Watermark Crown/CC De La Rue typographed £1 black & bright blue KEVII definitive 

mint hinged, well-centred, bright colours and very fine appearance CV £350. 250 

407 ----- 1902 Watermark Crown/CC POSTAGE/REVENUE £5 mauve & black very well-centred and £10 

green & orange centred to top KEVII definitives overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ SG 144-145, both mint 

lightly hinged, fine and scarce (2) CV £725. 450 

408 ----- 1908 Watermark Multiple Crown/CA POSTAGE/POSTAGE £1 purple & black on red paper SG 

171 mint lightly hinged but very fine appearance CV £425. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 406 Lot 407 Lot 408 

409 Zululand 1894 Watermark Crown/CA £5 purple & Black on red paper overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ SG 

29s, well-centred and fine mint hinged CV £475. 350 

TRINIDAD 

410 Postage Dues 1905 Watermark Multiple Crown CA inscribed ‘SURCHARGE / POSTAGE’ 1d to 1/- 

set complete SG D10-D17 mint hinged and fine (8) CV £140. 100 

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS 

411 1867 No Watermark 1d dull rose QV SG 1 well-centred, mint unhinged & fine CV £65. 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 409 ex-Lot 410 Lot 411 
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OTHER COUNTRIES 

AUSTRIA 

412 1933 Third Nordic World Ski Championship Fund set 12m to 50m complete SG 699-702, used on piece 

each neatly cancelled INNSBRUCK-FIS-WETTKAMPFE datestamp 9 February 1933 (4) CV £680. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 [Photograph size reduced].  The set was issued on 9 January 1933 ahead of the championships which 

were held 6-10 February 1933 at Innsbruck under the auspices of the International Ski Federation (FIS).  

The commemorative datestamp – translated as “Innsbruck - International Ski Federation – 

Competitions” - was applied at a post office at the competition venue. 

 

BELGIUM 

413 1918 10f blue Kings of Belgium (colour changed from the 1915 brown issue) surcharged with a red 

cross and 10F for the Red Cross Fund SG 235 lightly commercially cancelled with a circular datestamp 

and fine CV £1,100.  Photograph on the back cover. 600 

 

CHINA 

414 Shanghai Local Post 1865 1 can deep blue Large Dragon imperforate from the single cliché 

typographed printing with antique numeral on thin horizontally laid paper with portion of the 

papermaker’s watermark ‘A. Pirie & Sons’ SG 8a, unused without gum as issued with four large margins 

and a large hinge remnant, with 2021 Ceremuga certificate which states “ ……… genuine in all respects, 

early period group VIII printing #22 ….. superb example” CV £850. 500 

 The first postage stamps issued in China were those of the Municipality of Shanghai in 1865.  The city 

was one of five ports opened to foreign trade in accordance with the Treaty 

of Nanking in 1842.  The Municipality was created in July 1854.  Foreign 

traders in the city became dissatisfied with the high charges imposed by the 

Min Chu (private postal agencies) and in July 1863 they established a postal 

system administered by the Municipal Council.  Payment of postage fees 

was either by subscription, by which all mail was carried at no extra cost, 

or for each letter or packet.  Sale of pre-paid stamps was introduced from 4 

December 1865, but subscription mail continued to be unfranked.  That 

system was not abolished until 1893.  The Shanghai agency was closed on 

1 April 1868. 

415 Great Northern Telegraph Company 1871 Oerstedt 25c grey (bearing the ‘Serie F’ serial number 

handstamp), $1 orange-yellow, $3 green and $10 rose-lilac imperforate plate proofs printed by 

Waterlow, reference Hiscocks and Bft 1-4, right marginal copies with selvedge and without gum as 

printed and in superb condition with 2018 Ceremuga certificate.  Photograph on the front cover. 2,500 

  These depict Professor Hans Christian Oerstedt (1777-1851), the Danish pioneering researcher into 

electromagnetism.  Probably only two sheets of 25 proofs of each value were printed, of which only 

one sheet of the 25c was handstamped with the serial number. 

  This and the next lot represent a rare and important opportunity for the specialist in China, Hong Kong 

or the collector of telegraphs or private local posts. 

416 ----- 1871-1874 Oerstedt 25c grey, $1 orange-yellow, $3 green and $10 rose-lilac, the issued stamps all 

marginal copies imperforate at right with selvedge, in perforation 11½ and all with the ‘Serie F’ 

handstamp, reference Hiscocks and Bft 1a to 4a, in pristine unmounted condition with full original gum 

(a similar set was sold at Status auction 340 for $3,700).  Photograph on the front cover. 3,500 

 Printed by Waterlow for use on the company’s east Asian telegraph network between Hong Kong – 

Amoy – Shanghai - Nagasaki.  Only one sheet of 25 stamps of each value is recorded.   
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FRENCH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 

417 1955-2010 collection in hingeless Lighthouse album with sets and miniature sheets complete SG 1-414 

in fine mint unhinged condition CV £800. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRENCH SOMALI COAST 

418 Djibouti 1938 10 francs light blue & turquoise with the rare error centre vignette (Djibouti township) 

omitted, well-centred, mint unhinged, fine fresh appearance and rare, SG (2016) 276a £650 and Yverte-

Tellier (2010) 168a €460. 600 

GERMANY 

419 1900 recess-printed ‘REICHSPOST’ issue in perforation 14½, the top four values, 1 mark carmine-red, 

2 marks blue, 3 marks violet-black in Type 2 (cuirass with sloped back) and 5 marks crimson & black 

in Type 1 (small serifs on ‘M’) with hand-painted borders, SG 62, 63, 64b & 65b, unused without gum 

and the 3 marks with minor staining on the reverse side but a fine frontal appearance (4) CV £1,000-

plus. 300 

GREECE 

420 1933 100d green & brown Statue of Youth of Marathon SG 477 very well-centred mint lightly hinged 

with a hint of toning in the upper right corner on the gummed side, fine appearance and rare CV 

£1,600. 500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 418 ex-Lot 419 

 Lot 420 

 The following five lots feature mostly commercial airmail covers and postcards which bear various 

Greek currency control or exchange control markings from the late 1930s and through the war years.  

These markings document the inspections of mail for inclusion of cash and other forms of currency 

transfer that were in effect between 1936-1940, initially only for mail sent to other countries and then 

also for incoming international mail.  In 1937 a fascist dictatorial regime headed by Metaxas was in 

power, and the state security organs were omnipresent, under which it seems currency control also 

served a censorship function.  Similar inspections were re-introduced between 1948-1951 but only for 

outgoing international mail.  These covers also contain a wide range of frankings, rates, censor and 

directional and other markings.  The photographs sizes have been reduced. 

421 1936-1949 Greece to Australian (21) and New Zealand (1) destinations - 

  Noted a postcard cancelled 16 September 1936 from a stamp dealer to a client in Adelaide, on which 

the introduction of currency controls in Greece, which prohibited the export of postage stamps, is 

explained; a cover cancelled September 1936 to Yorketown in South Australia which appears to have 

been opened for inspection in Greece and resealed; a cover to Christchurch cancelled Athens 22 May 

1937; a cover to Australia cancelled Thessaloniki 24 September 1945; and a cover cancelled in 1949 

with Greek civil war period censorship markings (21). 200 
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 ex-Lot 421 

422 1936-1942 Greece to non-Australian destinations - 

  Destinations include Argentina, Austria, Britain, Bulgaria, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, 

Germany, Latvia, Nyasaland, Spain and the U.S.A.  Noted a cover to Ceylon cancelled 3 February 1938 

and an airmail cover to Palestine cancelled 30 November 1939 (44). 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

423 1937-1940 Airmail to and from Europe and African / Asian countries via Greece - 

  Countries of origin and destinations include Bulgaria, Ceylon, Dutch East Indies, Egypt, Hong Kong, 

India, Kenya Uganda Tanganyika, Lebanon, Palestine, Poland and South Africa.  Noted a cover from 

Denmark to Siam cancelled 30 June 1937; another from Cyprus to Hungary cancelled February 1938; 

another from Egypt to Czechoslovakia cancelled 22 September 1938 (opened by censor during the 

Sudetenland period); and another from Hong Kong to Bratislava (then Czechoslovakia) cancelled 13 

February 1937 (32). 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

424 From Austria during the German Anschluss (‘union’ or ‘annexation’) period 5 March to 3 

October 1938 via Greece to Australia - 

  This lot includes Austrian, German and mixed frankings.  They document the transition from Austria 

Post to Reichpost.  Key dates include the introduction of German reichsmark / pfennig currency 

alongside Austrian schilling / groschen currency on 17 March, the change of certain basic postage rates 

to German on 4 April, the demonetisation of Austrian currency on 25 April, the change of all postal 

rates to German currency on 1 August and the cessation of sale of Austrian postage stamps at post office 

counters on 5 August (16). 200 
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 ex-Lot 424 

425 1936-1939 From Australia via Greece to European destinations - 

  Destinations include Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Hungary, Norway, Romania and Sweden.  

Noted a cover to Czechoslovakia cancelled 23 June 1937 underpaid, taxed and with Czech postage dues 

applied; and covers to Finland cancelled 29 April 1938 and to Lemnice in Czechoslovakia (by the time 

it reached Athens, the German Protectorate of Slovakia) cancelled 6 March 1939 etiquette cancelled 

and Budapest arrival markings (39). 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HUNGARY 

References used in this section are Stanley Gibbons, ‘Austria & Hungary’ (2009) and Philatelia Hungarica Kft 

(‘PHK’), ‘Magyar Posta-Es Illetekbelyeg Katalogus’ (2010).  One Forint (Ft) equals about A$0.0036. 

426 1913 Turul definitive issue 50 filler lake on blue paper in a left side half-sheet (50) with selvedge on 

three sides comprising the first five units of all 10 rows, with 2/3 (position 13) showing the error value 

‘35’ for ‘50’, SG 128Aa and PHK 150a, mint and unhinged with full original gum but perforation 

separation between rows 8 and 9 extending to the left selvedge and one short perforation to the right of 

position 35, otherwise fine and fresh and a rare and spectacular error in a positional piece CV £900 

(PHK 170,000 Ft).  Photograph inside the back cover. 700 

 The same printing plate was used for all 20 values in the set.  After a printing of the 35 filler value, 

replacement of the value vignette on position 13 of the reset 50 filler sheet was overlooked. 

 The turul is a mythical eagle that was reputed to have sired Almos, the father of Arpad (St. Stephen), 

who led the Magyar conquest of the Carpathian Basin (eastern Europe) in the ninth century, establishing 

the Hungarian state.  A large bronze statue of an eagle that represents the mythical turul is displayed in 

Budapest. 
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427 1924 ‘MAGYAR KIR. POSTA’ Harvester definitive issue 600k bistre in an upper left corner block (16) 

with 2/2 (position 12) showing the error ‘800’ for ‘600’ in the right value tablet SG 445a and PHK 

426a, all units centred to the top but mint unhinged, in fine condition and fresh appearance and a rare 

error offered in a positional piece CV £375 (PHK 35,000 Ft).  Photograph on page 77. 380 

 This error occurred for the same reason and in the same circumstances as the error of value in the Turul 

definitive issue in the previous lot. 

428 1949 Centenary of the Construction of the Chain Bridge in Budapest, a colour trial printed on 

watermarked marbled paper, measuring 308 mm x 248 mm, printed at the factory at Fuzfo, with 

inscription positioned in an older style oval frame with a temporary grey-green and grey-blue 

background and yellow covering colour (pictured below left), one of several variants that preceded the 

final version, this example differing from the issued stamp (pictured below right) by placement of the 

dates above and the Arms of Budapest below, PHK 1120 and Michel B1-17, with [2004] Visnyovszki 

certificate.  Photograph sizes reduced. 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

429 1950 Childrens Day 60 filler brown-red & brown, from the first issue inscribed 

‘’UTANPOTLASUNK A JOVO HARCAIHOZ’ (pictured at left) SG 1117 and PHK 1160a, centred 

to lower left, mint unhinged and fine, from the only sheet reportedly mistakenly released and very 

rare.  CV £1,600 (PHK 190,000 Ft). 1,000 

 The stamp was reprinted with inscription ‘SZABASD HAZABAN BULDOG IFJUSAG’ (pictured at 

right).  The original inscription 

translates as ‘Replacements for 

future wars’, and the amended 

inscription as ‘Free and young 

happy youths’.  The reason for the 

withdrawal of the politically 

inspired and mischievous original 

version is obvious!   We can only 

wonder at the fate of the printing 

works and/or postal employees 

responsible for the original design and the unauthorised release of one sheet! 

430 1951 80th Anniversary of the Issue of the First Hungarian Postage Stamp 60 filler miniature sheets in 

perforation 12½ and imperforate, the iconic ‘lilac pair’ issued by the Hungarian Post Office in a 

different colour to the green of the general issue to coincide with the 24th annual Stamp Day Exhibition, 

SG 1197 (the lilac unlisted) and PHK 1258 and 1261A, fine mint unhinged with very faint yellowing 

on the gummed side due to age, very scarce and highly sought after especially by European 

collectors (2) CV 212,000 Ft.  Photograph on page 77. 1,000 

  The design was based on the 1871 issue without the portrait depicted on that issue but with the national 

Coat of Arms added.  Purchase of the generally-issued miniature sheet from the Post Office gained entry 

to the exhibition.  Only 1,060 pairs were printed in lilac and made available to members of the 

exhibition committee and exhibitors.  They were valid for postage. 

431 1951 8f, 10f and 12f No Watermark Postage Dues surcharged with Coat of Arms and ‘MAGYAR / 

POSTA / PORTO’ set (3) with error Watermark Acorn SG D1157-D1159 & PHK 202-204 (error 

unlisted in either reference), mint unhinged (3). 150 

432 1961 Medicinal Plants issue 30 filler Centaury with error red colour omitted, with the result that the 

flowers appear as white instead of red, SG 1774 (error unlisted) and PHK 1854a, lightly cancelled in 

one corner and fine, with 2009 Ceremuga certificate which states very rare with only one sheet 

believed to have been printed PHK CV 200,000 Ft. 600 
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433 1965 University Games in Budapest issue 50 filler Diving with error value and inscriptions omitted 

SG 2108 (error unlisted) and PHK 2199a, well-centred, fine mint unhinged and rare CV 100,000 Ft. 400 

434 1969 Centenary of the Geological Institute issue 60f violet and yellow printed with error black colour 

omitted, resulting in absence of the mineral from the design, SG 2464 (error unlisted) and PHK 2560a, 

fine mint unhinged and scarce CV 35,000 Ft. 200 

435 1971 Japanese Prints from the Ferenc Hopp Collection issue, 40 filler ‘Walking in the Garden’ with 

error gold colour omitted, resulting in absence of the value and base inscription, SG 2595 (error 

unlisted) and PHK 2696a, well-centred, fine mint unhinged and very scarce CV 60,000Ft. 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 431 

 

 Lot 432 

 Lot 434 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 433 

 Lot 435 

 

436 1971 Miniatures from ‘Illuminated Chronicle of Lajos I’ issue, 1 Ft with error value omitted SG 2630 

(error unlisted) and PHK 2732a, well-centred, fine mint unhinged and rare CV 70,000 Ft. 400 

437 1979 Albrecht Durer Anniversary 3 Ft ‘Nativity Scene’ SG 3225 & PHK 3305 with error red colour 

omitted (error unlisted in either reference), well-centred and mint unhinged. 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 437  

 Lot 436 

438 1990 Stamp Day issue 8Ft ‘.Feast’ by Ender Szasz with error gold colour omitted, resulting in the 

absence of the value and Szasz attribution on the right side, SG 3998 (error unlisted) and PHK 4059a, 

well-centred and fine mint unhinged, a rare error with [2010] Visnyovszki certificate CV 70,000 Ft. 400 
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439 2011 Ratification of New Fundamental Law 2011 Ft numbered miniature sheet (105 mm x 75 mm) with 

variety printed with coloured Swarovski crystals on the Holy Crown SG 5295 (variety unlisted) in 

the issued commemorative folder (20,000 stamps were issued). 200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 438 

 Lot 439 (size reduced) 

 

440 1915-1984 balance of the Hungary errors collection in a Schaubeck album, noted 1915 50 filler duty 

stamp with inverted centre, 1919 Romanian and French Occupation issues with double overprints, 

1945 Provisional Government overprints with overprint omitted including 1f, 80f and 1p in blocks (4), 

1946 20 filler with overprint error ‘Alj’ for ‘Ajl’ PHK 903a, 1950 Flowers issue with several errors 

and plate flaws including the 1 Ft with the designer’s name omitted PHK 1265a (18,000 Ft), 1962 

Astronomical Conference 1.70 Ft with error lower case ‘i’ in ‘NYiKOLAJEV’ (position 1) in an upper 

left corner block (4) PHK 1939az and 1984 Jewish Art 1 Ft with date error ‘4’ omitted from ‘1984’ 

PHK 3673a, nearly all fine mint unhinged with a few postally used (70 items). 500 
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Lot 426 

 

 Lot 429 

NEW CALEDONIA 

441 1941 ‘France Libre’ overprints on the 1928 Pointe des Paletuviers, Chief’s Hut and La Perouse / de 

Bougainville definitives, 1c to 20f complete (35) SG 232-266, neatly cancelled-to-order or 

commercially fine used, centring varies but fine appearance and scarce in a complete set CV £1,250-

plus. 500 
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 ex-Lot 441 

NORWAY 

442 1856 2 Sk orange-yellow King Oscar I SG 4 superb used with part Thron[…..] datestamp CV £170. 100 

SUDAN 

443 1913-1922 10p black & mauve Postman punctured ‘AS’ for ARMY SERVICE SG A25 very well-

centred fine used CV £300. 250 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 442 

 Lot 443 

SWITZERLAND 

444 1850 5r red, black & deep blue imperforate Rayon I SG 8, a light shade of the issued colours, margins 

in places and minor blemishes but fine appearance CV £1,300. 150 

445 1851 unframed Cross 5r red & pale blue imperforate Rayon I SG 13 in a horizontal pair with large 

margins all round and dividing lines at places and a single boxed 'p.p.' cancellation, fine and attractive 

and a scarce multiple CV £170. 350 

446 1856 1 Fr grey-lilac imperforate Seated Helevetia with yellow thread Zumstein 27D / SG 39, large 

margins all around, fine and fresh, cancelled Zurich datestamp, with a 1990 Diena certificate CV SG 

£1,100. 450 

447 1881 1 Fr gold Sitting Helvetia printed on granite paper perforation 11½ SG 113 cancelled BORGEN 

datestamp 24.12.81 CV £1,600. 500 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 444 Lot 445 Lot 446 Lot 447 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

448 Entire letter addressed to Baltimore in Maryland franked 1847 5c black-brown Franklin, Scott 1 / SG 

1d, with three good margins just cut into at top, light barred cancellation in blue with Cumberland MA 

2 April 1848 datestamp in the same colour on the front, file fold down the centre well clear of the stamp 

and the datestamp otherwise fine CV US$1,240. 450 

449 1869 30c pale carmine & pale ultramarine Shield, Eagle & Flags design, Scott 121 / SG 123, centred 

slightly to the right with rosette cancellation CV US$375. 200 

450 1869 90c black & deep carmine Lincoln, Scott 122 / SG 124, centred slightly to lower left, lightly 

cancelled, fine and rare CV US$ 1,800. 800 

451 1898 $2 orange-brown Eads Bridge over Mississippi at St. Louis, Scott 293 / SG 299, very fine centring 

and lightly cancelled CV US$1,800. 600 
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 Lot 448 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lot 449 Lot 450 Lot 451 

 

MILITARY CAMPAIGNS 

1899-1902 Second South Africa War 

452 1900-1901 Boer Prisoner-of-War correspondence to camps within SOUTH AFRICA, with 1d 

frankings carrying cancellation, transit and arrival datestamps including Beaconsfield, Bethulie, 

Bloemfontein, Hoopstad, Reddersee, Wetrusburg and Vereeniging and a variety of censor markings, 

noted a fine cover to Green Point Camp in Cape Town franked ½d V.R.I. overprint (2) cancelled 

fine HOOPSTAD datestamp 20 August 1900 with fine POW censor handstamp, another franked 

1d OFS with superb BEACONSFIELD squared circle datestamp 22 September 1900 and single line 

‘ToPay2D’ handstamp, cover to Belbance Camp franked 1d V.R.I. with two fine strikes 

VEREENIGING datestamp 17 October 1900 and transit JOHANNESBURG 18 October 1900 and 

arrival squared circle G.P.O. CAPETOWN 24 October 1900 datestamps, cover to Green Point Camp 

franked V.R.I. 1d overprint cancelled BLOEMFONTEIN datestamp 25 November 1900 with fine 

double-lined circle ‘CENSOR / PRISONERS OF WAR / GREEN POINT’ handstamp in violet, another 

franked ½d ORC overprint (2) cancelled BETHULIE datestamp 13 February 1901 with bold large-part 

triple-lined oval ‘PASSED BY CENSOR / BETHULIE’ handstamp in rosine, also a torn cover to 

England with bold fine ‘COMMANDANT GENERAL’ handstamp 16 January 1900, condition mostly 

very good to fine and an interesting assembly (12).  Photograph sizes reduced. 250 
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453 1901 Boer Prisoner of War correspondence to and from camps on CEYLON, noted cover franked 

CGH 1d cancelled fine LERIBE datestamp 26 March 1901 with Crown / ER ‘OPENED UNDER 

MARTIAL LAW’ seal, postcard franked V.R.I. 1d cancelled fine BARBERTON datestamp 29 

May 1901 with fine transit PRETORIA 3 June 1901 and DURBAN 6 June 1901 and arrival 

COLOMBO 2 July 1901 datestamps, two unfranked covers postmarked HARRISMITH 15 December 

1900 (with very fine arrival COLOMBO datestamp 14 January 1901) and WINBURG 19 September 

1901 both with ‘T’ and oval ‘T/10’ handstamps, slightly torn cover to Bombay franked Ceylon 6c with 

double-lined oval ‘PASSED CENSOR P.O.W. / E.J.B / DIYATALAWA’ (POW camp) and triple-lined 

oval ‘CENSOR P.O.W. / AMMEDNAGAR, INDIA’ handstamps in violet, and cover to Netherlands 

franked Ceylon 15c postmarked on reverse COLOMBO 3 January 1901 with large double-lined oval 

‘DIYATALAWA CAMP / PASSED / CENSOR’ handstamp in violet on front and arrival 

AMSTERDAM datestamp 25 January 1901 on reverse, condition generally very good to excellent (8). 200 

454 1901-1902 Boer Prisoner of War correspondence to camps on ST. HELENA, noted cover to 

Deadwood Camp franked Natal 1d cancelled DURBAN 2 February 1901 with fine rectangular boxed 

‘P.B.C. DURBAN.’ handstamp alongside (another on reverse), unfranked cover postmarked 

WINBURG O.R.C. datestamp 22 March 1901 with arrival St. HELENA datestamp 11 April 1901 and 

straight line ‘PR OF WAR’ and ‘T2’ handstamps in blue-green, and cover to Broad Bottom Camp 

franked CGH 1d (5) cancelled four fine strikes CALEDON C.G.H. datestamp 4 January 1902 

with arrival St. Helena datestamp 11 January 1902, condition generally excellent (7). 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 453 (size reduced) 

 ex-Lot 454 (size reduced) 

455 1900-1902 soldiers and commercial covers and postcards most with 1d frankings from the Cape of Good 

H within South Africa with a range of good to fine cancellation, transit and arrival datestamps 

including Bloemfontein, Cape Colony, Durban, Estcourt, Harrismith, Johannesburg, Krugersdorp, 

Heidelberg, Ladybrand, Ladysmith, Machadudorp, Obomog, Pretoria, Standerton, Waterval-Boven and 

British Army POs, with a range of tax markings and a fine ‘CHARGE CLERK’ datestamp, censor 

markings including oval, triangular and double-lined circular types and ‘Passed Press Censor’ single 

and double-lined oval and triangular handstamps, noted ½d CGH embossed postcard to Cape Town 

cancelled SIMONS.TOWN datestamp 26 March 1900 with transit CAPE COLONY datestamp and the 

double-lined circular ‘CENSOR / PRISONERS OF WAR’ handstamp, attractive and fine 2d registered 

envelope (embossed on flap) uprated 1d to Cape Town cancelled FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH 

ARMY S. AFRICA datestamp 18 April 1900, 1901 large registered cover to Cape Town franked VRI 

3d (3) with triple framed oval ‘PASSED CENSOR’ handstamp, another large registered cover to 

Standerton in Transvaal franked VRI 2d (10) cancelled P.O. VAL datestamp 18 December 1901 re-

directed to Volksrust, ½d embossed CGH postcard overprinted ‘ORANGE RIVER COLONY’ and 

‘O.R.C. ONE PENNY’ to Cape Town cancelled HEILBRON O.R.C. datestamp 1 February 1901 with 

horizontal ‘Passed Censor’ and ‘P.B.C.’ (Passed By Censor) handstamps and another to Transvaal 

cancelled BLOEMFONTEIN datestamp 22 February 1902 with transit KRUGERSDORP datestamp 

and oval ‘PASSED CENSOR’ handstamp, cover to Capetown franked Britain 1d cancelled ARMY 

POST OFFICE Code ‘C’ / BLOEMFONTEIN datestamp 25 February 1902 with RECORD BRANCH 

Code ‘K’ datestamp same date and large ‘P.B.C.’ (‘Passed By Censor’) handstamp, and a cover to 

Mashonaland franked Britain 1d (4) cancelled three excellent strikes ARMY POST OFFICE Code ‘A’ 

datestamp 2 March 1902 with triangular ‘PRESS PASSED CENSOR / PRETORIA’ handstamp, transit 

BULAWAYO datestamp 13 March 1902 and arrival VICTORIA datestamp 20 March 1902, all the 

above fine and the remainder in good to fine condition (39).  Photograph sizes reduced. 800 
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 ex-Lot 455 

456 Correspondence from South Africa to Australia comprising a patriotic postcard to South Australia 

franked Natal 1d QV cancelled DURBAN datestamp November 1900 with oval ‘T/15c’ (British stamps 

were required so taxed as unfranked) and messy arrival GPO ADELAIDE 9 December 1900 on reverse, 

a very fine Z.A.R. 4d registered envelope (embossed on flap) to Victoria franked V.A.R. 2½d (2) 

for the double one half-ounce rate cancelled two fine strikes PRETORIA datestamp 31 August 

1901 with triangular ‘PRESS CENSOR PASSED / PRETORIA’ handstamp in violet and clear 

and complete oval ‘REGISTERED LETTER OFFICE / CAPE TOWN’ on reverse, newspaper 

wrapper to NSW franked Britain 1d (4) indistinctly cancelled CAPE COLONY datestamp 4 May 1900, 

part cover from Pte. Morpeth, 1st South Australia Contingent at Kimberley to South Australia endorsed 

in manuscript ‘On Active Service’ and ‘Stamps Unobtainable’ with poor single circle British Army field 

post office datestamp 21 April 1900 and transit GPO Adelaide and arrival GLEN OSMOND 5 July 

1900 datestamps, and two covers to NSW each franked E.R.I 2½d with oval “PASSED PRESS 

CENSOR’ handstamps (6). 100 

457 1900-1901 soldiers and commercial covers and postcards from South Africa to England and 

Scotland, most with 1d frankings with a range of good to fine cancellation, transit and arrival 

datestamps and censor handstamps, noted a cover endorsed ‘No Stamps Available’ with KIMBERLEY 

C.G.H. datestamp 5 February 1901 and arrival ‘LONDON/PAID’ 3 March 1901 handstamp on front, 

large cover franked ZAR 1d (4) cancelled BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA FIELD POST OFFICE 

datestamp 5 April 1901, large unfranked OHMS cover altered in manuscript to OAS with BRITISH 

ARMY S. AFRICA FIELD POST OFFICE datestamp 20 July 1901 and ‘OFFICIAL PAID / LONDON 

S.W.’ handstamp 5 August 1901 in red alongside, cover franked Transvaal 1d cancelled 

POTCHEFSTROOM datestamp 25 July 1901 with ‘PASSED PRESS CENSOR’ oval handstamp, cover 

franked 1d CGH cancelled barred ‘215’ with fine SPRINGBOKFONTEIN datestamp 25 July 1901, 

others with good to fine datestamps including 1901 ARMY P.O. 45 and 1902 ARMY P.O. 59, others 

endorsed OAS with ‘LONDON/PAID’ handstamp types in red with a range of censor markings, overall 

the condition good to fine (19). 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 456 (size reduced) ex-Lot 457 (size reduced 

458 Correspondence from South Africa to Britain comprising a cover to England franked Britain 1d 

cancelled BRITISH FIELD POST OFFICE No. 27 datestamp 15 June 1900 at Senekal with fine arrival 

BLETCHLEY datestamp 16 July 1900 redirected to Ireland with arrival KINSALE datestamp 17 July 

1900 on reverse, cover to London accepted by the civilian postal authority and franked 1d (instead of 

2½d) cancelled G.P.O CAPE TOWN 27 June 1900 (well before the introduction of universal penny 

postage on 1 December 1900) with arrival LONDON datestamp 16 July 1900, two covers from Pte. 

Readhead XIV Hussars S.A.7.7. to London each franked Britain ½d (2) cancelled Cape Town 20 

January 1901 (with London ‘SUB/9’ Postal Inspector’s triangular handstamp) and 30 January 1901 

respectively, cover to Lancashire franked 1d with G.P.O CAPETOWN / CAPE COLONY datestamp 

10 February 1901 alongside and arrival SOUTHPORT datestamp 4 March 1901 on reverse, Orange 
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Free State ½d embossed postcard overprinted V.R.I. ½d to Leicestershire cancelled ARMY P.O. 52 

datestamp at Springfontein with fine arrival ELTHAM datestamp 25 February 1901, two covers from 

Sgt. Norris, Royal Field Artillery Detachment at Vereeniging in Transvaal, to Ireland, each franked 1d 

cancelled fine FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA No 38 datestamp 12 April 1901 

and 19 April 1901 respectively at the Advance Depot at Kroonstad, and a cover from Pte Contchie, 

Scottish Cyclist Services Company at Norval’s Point, Cape Colony (censor handstamp), to Scotland 

(part address torn off) franked 1d cancelled ARMY POST OFFICE / CAPE TOWN Code ‘B’ datestamp 

15 October 1901 with arrival EDINBURGH datestamp 2 November 1901 and a humorous devil motif 

and caption on the flap, all in generally very good condition (9). 200 

459 Correspondence to South Africa noted a commercial cover to Cape Colony franked 1d QV cancelled 

LIVERPOOL 14 November 1901 with arrival triple-framed oval ‘PASSED PRESS CENSOR’ 12 

December 1901 in violet, postcard to Uitenrage franked 1d KEVII cancelled BURY ST. 

EDMUND’S datestamp 20 May 1902 with rectangular boxed ‘PASSED PRESS CENSOR / 

UITENRAGE, and a cover to Johannesburg franked 5c cancelled NEW YORK machine cancellation 

24 May 1902 with arrival censor handstamp (3). 80 

460 1900-1901 correspondence from South Africa to France comprising Transvaal Coal Trust Company 

Limited (embossed on flap) cover to Bordeaux in France, franked ZAR 1d (3) cancelled two light strikes 

JOHANNESBURG / Z.A.R. 25 April 1900 (another very fine strike on reverse), endorsed in manuscript 

‘via [Laurenco Marques at] Delagoa Bay’ and ‘per [French steamer] Gironde’ [to Diego-Suares on 

Madagascar] from where it was sent per SS Natal to Marseilles (arriving 24 May) then by train to 

Bordeaux, arrival BORDEAUX / ARRIVEE datestamp 26 May 1900 (transit 32 days) on reverse, 

opened neatly for inspection by the local post office before despatch and resealed with an official seal, 

and a fine Cape of Good Hope embossed ½d postcard overprinted ‘ONE PENNY’ uprated with Britain 

½d QV to Paris with message dated 23 October 1901 from Capetown cancelled barred canceller 1977 

with double-framed triangular ‘PASSED PRESS CENSOR / CAPE TOWN’ (2). 150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ex-Lot 459 (size reduced) 

 ex-Lot 460 (size reduced) 

461 1901-1902 correspondence from South Africa to Germany, comprising a postcard depicting Arendia 

Bridge in Pretoria franked ZAR 1d overprinted E.R.I. cancelled PRETORIA datestamp 15 

November 1901 with fine arrival DRESDEN datestamp 8 December 1901, triangular PRESS 

CENSOR PASSED / PRETORIA handstamp and octagonal ‘T/15/CENTIMES’ handstamp, 

registered cover franked ORC ½d and OFS 1d overprinted V.R.I. (6) cancelled six strikes 

BRANDFORT datestamp 8 February 1902 with fine arrival HAMBURG datestamp 1 March 1902 on 

reverse, postcard depicting Joubert’s Park in Johannesburg franked VAR 1d overprinted E.R.I cancelled 

JOHANNESBURG datestamp 21 February 1902 with octagonal ‘T/15/CENTIMES’ handstamp, oval 

censor handstamp and arrival datestamp 17 March 1902, and a postcard depicting military dispositions 

around Ladysmith franked Natal ½d and 1d (2) cancelled DURBAN datestamp (4). 100 

462 Correspondence from South Africa to other countries comprising V.R.I. ovpt 1d embossed postcard 

to Belgium cancelled fine PRETORIA datestamp 25 October 1901 with double-lined triangular 

‘PRESS CENSOR PASSED’ handstamp and circular 454 local delivery ‘beat’ handstamp, cover 

to Denmark franked ORC ½d and OFS 1d (2) cancelled light and clear EDENBURG datestamp 14 May 

1901 with fine arrival KJOBENHAVN datestamp 19 June 1901, cover to Holland franked E.R.I. 1d (3) 

presumably in absence of ½d stamps cancelled two strikes JOHANNESBURG datestamp 26 April 1901 

with large triple-ringed oval ‘PASSED BY CENSOR’ handstamp in violet and arrival AMSTERDAM 

datestamp 10 May 1901, another cover to Holland franked 2½d V.R.I. overprint cancelled PRETORIA 

datestamp and arrival HAARLEM datestamp 28 May 1901 (both opened for inspection with ‘Opened 

under Martial Law’ seals) and cover to Rhodesia franked 1d E.R.I cancelled PRETORIA 4 December 

1901 with circular ‘T’ and circular ‘2D.’ handstamps and fine arrival GWELO datestamp 5 January 

1902, all in very good condition (5). 100 
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 ex-Lot 461 (size reduced) ex-Lot 462 (size reduced) 

 Lot 129 

 Photograph sizes reduced 
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